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 1                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We'll call the
  


 2        meeting of the Water Planning Council for Tuesday,
  


 3        March 1st, 2016 to order.  The first order of
  


 4        business will be the approval of the January 5th,
  


 5        2016 minutes, which have been mailed out to you.
  


 6                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  I make a
  


 7        motion that they be approved.
  


 8                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We have a motion.
  


 9        Could we hear a second?
  


10                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Second.
  


11                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Motion made that
  


12        the minutes of the January 5th, 2016 Water
  


13        Planning Council meeting be approved.  Any
  


14        questions or comments?
  


15                       (No response.)
  


16                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  If not, all in
  


17        favor signify by saying aye.
  


18                    THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We're trying to get
  


20        NEIWPCC on the line for a report from Susan; see
  


21        when hear from her.  So we'll move down to the
  


22        discussion of the appointment of David Sutherland,
  


23        of the Nature Conservancy, to the Steering
  


24        Committee.  Mr. Sullivan, would you like to say a
  


25        few words?
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 1                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Thanks, Jack, yeah.
  


 2        When we had the discussion about adding the MDC to
  


 3        the Steering Committee, which was a really great
  


 4        decision, I think, and I think we're all pretty
  


 5        happy that they agreed do that.  This increase in
  


 6        the Steering Committee happened before I took over
  


 7        my current role, but in addition to MDC, the other
  


 8        entity that we were at the time pretty interested
  


 9        in having on the Steering Committee was the Nature
  


10        Conservancy, and so I took one more -- since we
  


11        were adding the MDC, I took one more run -- I
  


12        figured it couldn't hurt to take one more run at
  


13        the Nature Conservancy and see if they were
  


14        interested in participating in the Steering
  


15        Committee.  I talked to David Sutherland and he
  


16        was enthusiastic about doing that.  He's not here
  


17        today, but he's been coming to the Water Planning
  


18        Council meetings and the Steering Committee
  


19        meetings, and so I thought since they were
  


20        interested in doing that, I thought it would be a
  


21        good move to add them to the Steering Committee as
  


22        well.
  


23                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Do you want to make
  


24        that motion?
  


25                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  And I so move.
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 1                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Second.
  


 2                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Great.  Moved and
  


 3        seconded that David Sutherland, representing the
  


 4        Nature Conservancy, be appointed to the Steering
  


 5        Committee.  Any questions?
  


 6                       (No response.)
  


 7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  If not, signify by
  


 8        saying aye.
  


 9                    THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  David Sutherland is
  


11        appointed to the Steering Committee, and we will
  


12        let him know.
  


13                    The website update, David?
  


14                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  There really
  


15        isn't anything new to report, so I gave Eric
  


16        permission to stay back at the ranch.
  


17                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  It's moving along
  


18        very nicely.
  


19                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Yeah, it's
  


20        moving along.
  


21                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  We're going
  


22        to move over to legislative matters while we're
  


23        waiting, again, for NEIWPCC.  Margaret, do you
  


24        want to give us the proposed amendment to the Land
  


25        Conveyance Act?
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 1                    MARGARET MINER:  Sure.  Most of you
  


 2        know about the Tilcon bill and proposal.
  


 3                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Come right up here.
  


 4        This is your usual spot.
  


 5                    MARGARET MINER:  I don't want to sit
  


 6        with my back to people.  So, you're familiar with
  


 7        the proposal SB 300; it's very similar to the one
  


 8        that came in 2008, 2007, 2008.  A New Britain
  


 9        water company would like to lease 131 acres to
  


10        Tilcon, adjacent to an existing Tilcon quarry in
  


11        Plainville.  The project would be for rock mining,
  


12        which in the end, and even a little bit in the
  


13        process, could be used to create a reservoir.
  


14                    The plan would be to create a
  


15        reservoir that would be, with a little agitation,
  


16        suitable for storage as water supply.  Of the
  


17        131 acres, about 100 are water Class 2, and of
  


18        that 100, Class 1 is about 90, so 10 acres, I can
  


19        confirm it, or maybe 20, I forget, but the smaller
  


20        part, and the rest of it is Class 2.  The idea is,
  


21        this contains somewhat more proposed buffers, and
  


22        after 30 or 40 years, donations of some open space
  


23        to Plainville; Southington, I think, may be one
  


24        other.
  


25                    I met with, at CFE -- is Rachel here?
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 1        CFE and River Slides, met with, down in New
  


 2        Britain, Erin Stewart and Tilcon, Jay Malcynsky.
  


 3        And I guess the, for us, rock mining and Class 1
  


 4        and Class 2 remains just an extraordinarily
  


 5        questionable idea and a very bad precedent.  We
  


 6        discussed whether there was a need, and if there
  


 7        was a need, how well would the reservoir suit that
  


 8        as compared to other arrangements.  They felt that
  


 9        it could serve a regional purpose, they felt that
  


10        DPH had expressed an interest in another
  


11        surface-water reservoir in that region, but the
  


12        bottom line was that I said we can't support it.
  


13        We just sent out an alert, and I left a message
  


14        for Jay, that we toned it down maybe from last
  


15        time, and in the context of water planning, that's
  


16        where a regional plant or the creation of a new
  


17        reservoir should be.  I think CFE also has sent
  


18        out one or two alerts, and that bill is -- so
  


19        we'll see what happens.
  


20                    The proposed amendment to the Land
  


21        Conveyance Act -- well, this was the
  


22        constitutional amendment that's proposed, so that
  


23        the constitutional amendment would provide --
  


24        would make it more difficult for municipalities or
  


25        individuals to request to get State-owned parks,
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 1        State-owned open space, and that bill was in
  


 2        environment committee, and I think it was fairly
  


 3        well received, partly because many of the people
  


 4        who testified, and I think the Water Works
  


 5        Association also testified in favor, said that we
  


 6        had tried for two years, talking to everybody, to
  


 7        find some other way, other than a constitutional
  


 8        amendment, to provide more secure protections for
  


 9        these lands, particularly, of course, drinking
  


10        water, watershed lands, but almost all our state
  


11        parks and open space preserves do protect water
  


12        resources, so the -- I guess we'll see what
  


13        happens.  There was fairly broad support for it.
  


14        We have been to agencies, we've been to the AG's
  


15        office, we've been to legislators and back around
  


16        again several times and unable to find another
  


17        means.
  


18                    The constitutional amendment would
  


19        require that the bill -- well, the language isn't
  


20        quite what the advocates had hoped for; in fact,
  


21        it was kind of messed up in places.  But the goal
  


22        is that if you want to transfer, convey out a
  


23        piece of State land for some other use, it should
  


24        be in a stand-alone bill, it should have a public
  


25        hearing environment, it should have a public
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 1        hearing or informational meeting in the town in
  


 2        which it's -- in which the conveyance is proposed,
  


 3        because often the local people themselves aren't
  


 4        aware of the conveyance and sometimes it isn't
  


 5        widely known in the town, and then it would
  


 6        require a two-thirds vote of the legislature, as
  


 7        opposed to a simple majority, to pass a conveyance
  


 8        after these hearings and so forth.  It's somewhat
  


 9        similar to what's done in New York state, assuming
  


10        this is the language we get, which I'm not sure.
  


11        Except in New York state, I think you have to go
  


12        two years, have a vote in two consecutive years,
  


13        in order to get a piece of State land.
  


14                    Is Gil here?  Are you going to
  


15        comment, Gil?
  


16                    At any rate, I did e-mail Jay
  


17        Malcynsky, just as I came here, and said, I
  


18        couldn't do much for you, but, you know, in terms
  


19        of regional planning, it might be something to
  


20        look at.  I don't like to people to get a
  


21        surprise, like a horrible e-mail that comes out
  


22        the next day saying, "Opposed."
  


23                    I ran into Nick yesterday, we were
  


24        talking a bit about maybe what Ellen is going to
  


25        talk about, and he said -- there's no question,
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 1        I've asked DPH a few times.  The DPH bill that
  


 2        provides for build-out water systems, it's very
  


 3        hard to follow it.  I sent a long memo to Lori and
  


 4        to you, Jack, and then I said, Oh, I should have
  


 5        really sent it to Nick.
  


 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  You sent it to
  


 7        Lori.
  


 8                    MARGARET MINER:  I did send it to
  


 9        Lori.  It's very hard to follow.  But two legal
  


10        questions that I've posed, and said maybe we could
  


11        sit down with a DPH lawyer sometime and sort it
  


12        out, is, one, this bill references ECA's exclusive
  


13        service areas as pursuant to whatever it is G, the
  


14        WUCC law.
  


15                    The first question is:  What if it is
  


16        an inclusive service area established some other
  


17        way; a charter or whatever?  But, also, I haven't
  


18        been able -- I'm not clear at what point an
  


19        exclusive service area becomes an inclusive area
  


20        under this statute.  My reading is that it's when
  


21        you have an approved regional plan, which there's
  


22        one at this point, in the process of revision.
  


23        I'm not sure that's what DPH thinks.
  


24                    I did have some minutes that were sent
  


25        up in connection with a proposed aquarian
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 1        diversion down there, sort of outlining how the
  


 2        ESAs are changed kind of spontaneously, or at
  


 3        least with apparent improvised government.  But I
  


 4        don't really know DPH's position.  If you're
  


 5        referring to an ESA under this statute, when is
  


 6        that, that it becomes an official ESA?  Because
  


 7        under the statute, they're only the ones with the
  


 8        single-approved look.
  


 9                    Another question I had is -- and I
  


10        asked Lori and she said she didn't know.  This is
  


11        another area we thought maybe we should speak to
  


12        lawyer.  Are ESAs enforceable?  I said, Is it more
  


13        or less enforceable than a water supply plan,
  


14        which I gather is not -- in many respects, not
  


15        really enforceable under current law, but you can
  


16        address that.
  


17                    I was just trying to get a sense, with
  


18        the effort going into WUCCs, at the importance of
  


19        ESAs there.  Is it something that could be
  


20        enforced, you know, the WUCC regional plan, after
  


21        we get it, with all its component ESAs, or not?
  


22        So, we're looking at legislation that refers to
  


23        ESAs and regional plans.  Those were two legal
  


24        questions that I just am not clear on what the
  


25        answers are.
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 1                    There's some other legislation on MDC
  


 2        in Bloomfield and some other things, but is that
  


 3        enough?
  


 4                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  What's going on
  


 5        with MDC in Bloomfield?
  


 6                    MARGARET MINER:  Well, you've probably
  


 7        heard about it.
  


 8                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  I didn't realize
  


 9        there was legislation.
  


10                    MARGARET MINER:  Yeah, there's
  


11        supposed to be -- have you seen anything?  I
  


12        haven't.  I understand there's language going
  


13        around.
  


14                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  In legislation.
  


15                    MARGARET MINER:  Okay.  I understand
  


16        there's language going around, and this is my
  


17        understanding, when the two --
  


18                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Is this about the
  


19        Niagara bonding plant?
  


20                    MARGARET MINER:  Yes.  The two
  


21        legislators from the Bloomfield area, Beth Bye and
  


22        David Baram, both want to introduce some kind of
  


23        legislation.  At one point, there was talk of
  


24        their having a joint bill; now, I think they may
  


25        be separate bills.  There's nothing up on the
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 1        website yet.  Some people have seen some language,
  


 2        but I have trouble getting them to explain what
  


 3        they saw.
  


 4                    What David Baram originally intended
  


 5        was something that would address land-use process
  


 6        in towns, and the gist of it would be that in a
  


 7        land-use application to Wetlands or Planning &
  


 8        Zoning, if there is a intended owner, and I
  


 9        suppose you'd have to say in some kind of
  


10        agreement, maybe, and an intended use of the
  


11        property, that has to be revealed to the land-use
  


12        commission.  This legislation would no longer have
  


13        that you can use the developer or the engineer to
  


14        come in and say, "I'm applying on behalf of a real
  


15        estate owner here and we want a commercial
  


16        building this big."  You can go through, we'll
  


17        have a WUCC bill, and it happens other times, you
  


18        can go through a long way without the use owner
  


19        being revealed.  In fact, in Bloomfield, if they
  


20        hadn't been also trying to vote on the tax
  


21        abatement, it might have gone further without
  


22        people realizing what happened.  So that was David
  


23        Baram's interest.
  


24                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  That's SB 328, the
  


25        first one you talked about.
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 1                    MARGARET MINER:  And that's up?
  


 2                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Yes.
  


 3                    MARGARET MINER:  Okay.  So you can
  


 4        tell us what's in it.
  


 5                    I wanted to address pricing.  You
  


 6        know, they have anti-conservation pricing,
  


 7        discounts for large-volume users, and protection
  


 8        of residents, which can be a little tricky,
  


 9        because, you know, protection of residents in
  


10        times of a water shortage, that residents would
  


11        get priority over, let's say, commercial users; of
  


12        course, there are conditions, you know, hospitals,
  


13        different things.  Someone pointed out to me this
  


14        morning that the hospitals, nonprofit hospitals,
  


15        aren't getting the discount rate on water.  And
  


16        how to do that.  I think that was a couple of
  


17        things Beth Bye was looking at that she felt
  


18        should be approved in the deal made between
  


19        Niagara and MDC.
  


20                    Alicea is more in touch with this than
  


21        I am.  Alicea has been at more of the meetings.
  


22        Which number is it?
  


23                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  SB 328 was the bill
  


24        that addresses public notice on the land use.
  


25                    MARGARET MINER:  Okay.  So, I missed
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 1        that.
  


 2                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I haven't seen the
  


 3        language on the bill.
  


 4                    MARGARET MINER:  I've just heard that
  


 5        there's language out there; I haven't seen
  


 6        anything.  Alicea is our expert on that.
  


 7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Would you like to
  


 8        add anything, Alicea?
  


 9                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Not at this time.
  


10        Like I said, I'm not aware of the --
  


11                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Work in progress?
  


12                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I haven't seen
  


13        legislation or any of the language.
  


14                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Counselor?
  


15                    BART HALLORAN:  Yes.  I'm Bart
  


16        Halloran, from the MDC.  We haven't seen any
  


17        language from Senator Bye's bill; we've had
  


18        several meetings with her.
  


19                    The issue that we have on the
  


20        large-user discount is that, as we were going
  


21        through the process, we discovered that virtually
  


22        every other water company in the state of
  


23        Connecticut has a large-volume discount.
  


24                    If a bill is proposed that just limits
  


25        the MDC from offering a large-volume discount,
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 1        what you effectively do is put the Hartford region
  


 2        at a competitive disadvantage at a time where
  


 3        commercial use of water has decreased very
  


 4        dramatically in the Hartford area, from roughly
  


 5        17 million gallons a day to approximately
  


 6        2 million.  Now, a lot of that is because of good
  


 7        reasons, of reuse of water by companies that
  


 8        recirculate it; it's not just all abandonment of
  


 9        the Hartford area by businesses, so a lot of that
  


10        is conservation.
  


11                    But if you're just going to -- as you
  


12        all know, I'm sure, the MDC's rates have risen
  


13        rather dramatically because of the clean water
  


14        project, in which there's a surcharge on water
  


15        use, which is almost equal to the base charge now.
  


16                    The declining amounts of water used,
  


17        because it's a nonprofit, has led to increased
  


18        cost, too, which does create difficulty for a lot
  


19        of our urban and poor residential users.  So, the
  


20        MDC makes no secret about it, that they wish to
  


21        sell more water, and particularly the area of
  


22        commercial use is something that appears to be a
  


23        likely candidate for growth.
  


24                    So the idea of a large-volume
  


25        discount -- and I would point out the MDC's
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 1        large-volume discount takes it from 2.70 to 2.20
  


 2        over 500,000 gallons, and it, frankly, applies to
  


 3        nobody right now.  The hospitals and the rest
  


 4        don't quite get to the 500,000.  The idea of it
  


 5        was to attract new business into the area, and
  


 6        Niagara's one of those new businesses.  So, that's
  


 7        what the MDC board was thinking when it adopted
  


 8        this, and I would just hope that any legislation,
  


 9        if it's going to affect those type of discounts,
  


10        doesn't have a disproportionate effect on the
  


11        Hartford area.
  


12                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  So, I don't think
  


13        that what Margaret said -- and like I said, I
  


14        haven't seen the language, but I know possibly
  


15        where they're going with it, it doesn't address
  


16        the large-volume discount; however, I know there
  


17        are a lot of MDC customers who are interested in
  


18        doing that.  It has more to do with the fact that
  


19        you're incentivizing large-volume users without
  


20        protection of the majority of the customers, so
  


21        the MDC is relying on the triggers in the drought
  


22        plan, which would cut back on large -- on
  


23        industrial users at 10 percent capacity, and
  


24        that's what a lot of MDC customers and
  


25        environmental advocates have issue with.
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 1                    So, I think what they're thinking of
  


 2        addressing is the fact that those triggers are so
  


 3        low for such a large-volume user, there could be a
  


 4        crisis for all other customers, because Niagara
  


 5        has had a history of continuing to use the
  


 6        capacity that they have the rights to when all
  


 7        other customers are asked to conserve water
  


 8        because water is -- because there have been
  


 9        regions of drought.  And, actually, there was a
  


10        community that almost had to pay Niagara
  


11        $4 million because they were fighting for their
  


12        own water.
  


13                    BART HALLORAN:  I would just point out
  


14        that in the case of the MDC, that scenario is
  


15        extraordinarily unlikely, given the amount of
  


16        water that the MDC has.  So, I mean, the -- I
  


17        certainly understand the concerns.  The way the
  


18        triggers are in the water plans probably do merit
  


19        some looking at, but in particular to think that
  


20        there's going to be a problem for residential
  


21        users in this particular case, I think, is
  


22        stretching it a bit.
  


23                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I just want to say
  


24        that I don't think this is never going to happen
  


25        is an acceptable answer.
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 1                    MARGARET MINER:  I was just going to
  


 2        say with this application, as with MDC application
  


 3        to UConn, but it's not an MDC issue, we also
  


 4        raised it with Torrington, when a water company
  


 5        makes it very clear they have lots of extra water
  


 6        and when there are dry streams below empowerment,
  


 7        this happened with Torrington Water, we argued,
  


 8        and in that case, did get some concessions, to put
  


 9        some of that water down into the streams, at least
  


10        while you're just sitting there with it.
  


11                    The two dry streams in this case are
  


12        the east branch of the Farmington and the Nepaug
  


13        River.
  


14                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Just a quick
  


15        question.  You were saying that the other large
  


16        utilities have large-volume discounts as well.  Do
  


17        they also have a 10 percent trigger; do you know?
  


18                    BART HALLORAN:  I don't know their
  


19        water plans.  I can certainly get that
  


20        information, though.
  


21                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Anything else on
  


22        this subject?  I guess this is, again, a work in
  


23        progress.  I'm sure you'll be monitoring the State
  


24        Capitol and you'll be reporting back to us.
  


25                    Do we have NEIWPCC on the line?  And
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 1        we'll come back to legislation, Margaret.  Jane?
  


 2        It's Jack and the council.  Would you like to give
  


 3        us an update on --
  


 4                    JANE CERASO:  I can't really hear
  


 5        anything?
  


 6                (Off-the-record discussion.)
  


 7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Could you give an
  


 8        update to the council on the RFQ, please,
  


 9        selection process?
  


10                    JANE CERASO:  Yes, absolutely.  So,
  


11        we're not yet in the selection process, because
  


12        the RFQ is still open until one o'clock on this
  


13        Friday, March 4th.  I have not received any
  


14        questions.  Today was the day I was supposed to
  


15        pose answers to the questions, but I did not
  


16        receive any on the RFQ, so I don't know if that's
  


17        a good sign or a bad sign, or maybe everybody's so
  


18        busy preparing the multitude of documents they
  


19        have to prepare that they didn't really have time
  


20        for questions.  And it is an RFQ, which is less
  


21        ambiguous, or maybe more ambiguous, than an RFT
  


22        would be, so maybe questions wouldn't necessarily
  


23        follow.
  


24                    Our plan, and I spoke to Tom Callahan
  


25        yesterday about this, our plan is when those
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 1        RFQ -- when the RFQ timeline closes on Friday, I
  


 2        will go in and get a copy of everything that has
  


 3        been submitted and then let everybody know what
  


 4        the results are.  And then we were hoping to have
  


 5        a conversation with the subcommittee that's
  


 6        working on this early next week to talk about the
  


 7        evaluation process and how we want to move forward
  


 8        with, hopefully, an acceptable number of
  


 9        responses.
  


10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Any
  


11        questions?  It seems to be moving along very
  


12        nicely.  Actually, thank you.  I know that you had
  


13        some pretty tight deadlines that you've been
  


14        meeting and we appreciate that, so . . .
  


15                    JANE CERASO:  I did submit, and I
  


16        believe it's been forwarded to you folks, the
  


17        first two monthly reports in our agreement.
  


18                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Yes.
  


19                    JANE CERASO:  We promised to do
  


20        monthly reports, and then at the end of the
  


21        quarter, there will be a financial report that
  


22        just details what's been spent to date.  We didn't
  


23        spend too much on advertising.  I had to pay
  


24        New England Water Works to post the RFQ; I believe
  


25        everything else was free.  And I think it's been
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 1        distributed pretty widely.  Has anybody heard any
  


 2        buzz about it on the streets?
  


 3                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Have you?
  


 4                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  No, but I haven't
  


 5        been on the street.
  


 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  Anybody in
  


 7        the audience heard anything?
  


 8                    UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:  You're assuming
  


 9        we've been on the street, Jack.
  


10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  I'm
  


11        presuming you haven't been on the street, so . . .
  


12        Okay.  Thank you.
  


13                    JANE CERASO:  Okay.
  


14                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We'll look forward
  


15        to more reports.
  


16                    JANE CERASO:  Absolutely.
  


17                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you so much.
  


18        Okay.  Back to the legislation.  Were you going to
  


19        respond to Margaret?
  


20                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  I can go over the
  


21        DPH legislative proposal.
  


22                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Why don't you do
  


23        that.  You're testifying, as you speak, right,
  


24        tomorrow?
  


25                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Tomorrow.  DPH has
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 1        three bills that we've proposed, and I will say,
  


 2        Margaret, you broke my heart a little, because I
  


 3        thought 52-63 would be the first one you would
  


 4        talk about, which is DPH's proposed changes to the
  


 5        Freedom of Information Act, trying to make it a
  


 6        more simplified process, trying to make it clear
  


 7        when information that has a security component
  


 8        must be held secure, held confidential, and then
  


 9        trying to be more clear about information that's
  


10        needed for water supply planning, that it could be
  


11        made available to the public.  That bill was -- a
  


12        public hearing was held on it last week, on the
  


13        24th.  Commissioner Pino testified on it while I
  


14        was there, at the hearing; he did not receive any
  


15        questions about that.
  


16                    We are very appreciative of the
  


17        support we got from our other agencies on the
  


18        Water Planning Council.  The Department of
  


19        Administrative Services is the one who works with
  


20        DPH when we get FOI requests to make sure that
  


21        we're adhering to the statute as it currently
  


22        exists.  And I think we're continuing -- I know
  


23        that Lori attended a meeting yesterday with
  


24        representatives of both the water industry and
  


25        environmental groups, and then the State agencies
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 1        are trying to ensure that we're all on the same
  


 2        page.
  


 3                    MARGARET MINER:  Sorry about that.  I
  


 4        think my brain overloaded on that one.  We've been
  


 5        working on it straight for a few hours.  We were
  


 6        working on language yesterday.  David Sutherland
  


 7        has been extremely helpful in trying to find
  


 8        language and clarify language and find common
  


 9        ground.  I don't know if Shelly Green is here,
  


10        from Nature Conservancy, but there's some draft
  


11        language going around.  I hope to be able, at the
  


12        end of the day, to have a draft that's close
  


13        enough -- likely to be language that's proposed,
  


14        close enough, that I can send to my board and say,
  


15        Here it is, here's what it does, here's what it
  


16        doesn't do, what do you think?  I hope to be able
  


17        to do that at the end of the afternoon today.
  


18                    I do thank DPH and DEEP and the
  


19        Connecticut Water Works Association for taking up
  


20        this issue and giving it some serious attention.
  


21                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  So, other bills
  


22        that DPH has proposed is Senate Bill 288, an act
  


23        concerning of the Department of Public Health's
  


24        recommendations on expansion and construction of
  


25        water systems.  And this is the CPCN, the
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 1        Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity.
  


 2        It's a process that DPH and PURA conduct jointly
  


 3        when a new public water system is created.
  


 4                    The purpose of the changes in this
  


 5        legislation are really to ensure that there isn't
  


 6        a duplication of the work that PURA's doing versus
  


 7        the work that DPH is doing.  I think since 2008,
  


 8        we've averaged about 3 CPCN requests in any given
  


 9        year.  There's $100 fee charged to the applicant
  


10        for processing the review of it.
  


11                    And, yes, so to the extent that an ESA
  


12        provider has been identified and we do -- we've
  


13        always recognized the WUCCs, the four regions that
  


14        did convene WUCCs.  We have accepted their WUCC
  


15        plans.  Although they have not gone through the
  


16        formal approval process, we have recognized their
  


17        designations.  Certainly under CPCN, it would be
  


18        DPH's expectation that where an ESA provider has
  


19        been identified, that the ultimate owner of the
  


20        system would be the ESA holder.
  


21                    So, I don't know if that answers all
  


22        of Margaret's questions.  The proposal is just
  


23        about trying to streamline the process, so that
  


24        PURA looks at the financial side of it and DPH
  


25        looks at the more technical, construction, source
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 1        of supply, quality of water, so just sort of
  


 2        trying to clarify the roles.
  


 3                    MARGARET MINER:  I did think that a
  


 4        sheet explaining what the different -- what
  


 5        some -- other than some of the beginning I got,
  


 6        but I found it hard to follow different sections,
  


 7        because there are four different, I think,
  


 8        definitions of water company referenced in the
  


 9        bill, and they're sort of exceptions.  I just
  


10        found it very hard to follow.
  


11                    I'm still concerned that -- I mean, if
  


12        the official creation of an ESA is an
  


13        identification or a recognition by DPH in some
  


14        formal manner, or even informal, it would be very
  


15        helpful if that was somewhere explained,
  


16        because -- and to some extent, the significance,
  


17        like, does it mean as, let's say, Heritage Water
  


18        claims, that no one buying water in that ESA can
  


19        buy from anyone else; they have to go first to the
  


20        ESA holder.  Is that what it means?  That's what
  


21        they're telling people in Oxford.
  


22                    It just seems so -- it's hard to pin
  


23        down the exact moment at which an ESA is
  


24        identified, and let's say they're, I don't know,
  


25        50 members that might be affected, but only three
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 1        are in the room when the ESA is created, does that
  


 2        make a difference?  I'm just very -- I just would
  


 3        love a more sort of definitive line or document or
  


 4        something from DPH that says, Yeah, this is an ESA
  


 5        and this is what an ESA does.
  


 6                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  So, I think the
  


 7        ESAs are defined in the statute, but probably
  


 8        adding to the confusion is the infrequency with
  


 9        which we even do a CPCN.  Since 2008, to have done
  


10        probably less than two dozen of them, may add to
  


11        sort of the -- it seems like every time we do it,
  


12        it's the first time all over again.
  


13                    MARGARET MINER:  We can talk about
  


14        that more later, if it's clear or if there would
  


15        be benefit in making it more clear.
  


16                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Yep.  And the
  


17        intent of this was not to review the ESA process
  


18        or the -- the intent of this was really just to
  


19        streamline the work between the two agencies, so
  


20        it doesn't answer the question, but --
  


21                    MARGARET MINER:  The only reason -- I
  


22        sort of had the impression that that's good, and
  


23        then I thought, really, it's up to PURA and DPH on
  


24        this.  But the references in cases where there's
  


25        an ESA, all those cases, I thought, which cases
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 1        are those?  How many ESAs do we have that are
  


 2        official?  And that's why the question kept coming
  


 3        up.
  


 4                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Okay.  And then
  


 5        the third bill that DPH raised is 53-50, around
  


 6        fluoridation of public water supplies; that one,
  


 7        the hearing was also held on the 24th.  The
  


 8        commissioner did get a lot of questions about the
  


 9        fluoridation bill.  Pretty much, the proposal is
  


10        to adopt the HHS recently recommended range.  In
  


11        Connecticut, we've been, since 1965, fluoridating
  


12        our water.  We've used a range that went from .8
  


13        to 1.2.  The new HHS recommendation, I believe, is
  


14        .7 to 1.2, and so we're looking to follow that
  


15        guidance.
  


16                    MARGARET MINER:  I'm smiling because I
  


17        provided the liveliest testimony, even at the end
  


18        of the day, in the public hearing.  People were
  


19        very emotional and excited.  I thought, this is
  


20        almost as good as the puppy mills.  It really
  


21        captures -- people are very --
  


22                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Passionate.
  


23                    MARGARET MINER:  -- passionate on all
  


24        sides of the issue.
  


25                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Yes.  Right.  The
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 1        public health committee asked DPH to submit
  


 2        additional material to talk about the public
  


 3        health benefits of water fluoridation, to speak
  


 4        to -- there seemed to be quite a bit of testimony
  


 5        they received about that it's a form of medication
  


 6        administration, so there seemed to be a lot of
  


 7        interest in that particular bill.
  


 8                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.
  


 9                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Jack, you know, the
  


10        FOIA bill is particularly important to me.  It
  


11        seems like I talk about this issue every time, and
  


12        I just wanted to thank Ellen and DPH for taking
  


13        leadership in putting this bill forward.  There's
  


14        been a lot of productive discussions around it,
  


15        but we wouldn't be having the discussions if Ellen
  


16        hadn't taken the lead on that, so I want to say
  


17        thanks.
  


18                    MARGARET MINER:  Me too.
  


19                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Margaret has
  


20        raised many good points over the years.
  


21                    MARGARET MINER:  One a year.
  


22                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  More than that.
  


23                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  Thank you
  


24        very much.
  


25                    MARGARET MINER:  Are we having an
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 1        advisory group?  That's where --
  


 2                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We're going to get
  


 3        to that.  We're still on the legislative.
  


 4                    MARGARET MINER:  Well, this is
  


 5        legislative and that, so . . .
  


 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  Would you
  


 7        like to go ahead?
  


 8                    MARGARET MINER:  I was just going to
  


 9        talk about, if possible, the bill that we all have
  


10        discussed with you about improving the approval
  


11        process for the water plan.  I was talking with
  


12        Nick about that.  I think people agree that it
  


13        should be approved, but a question of what's the
  


14        right timing for it, and all I can -- I do feel
  


15        this is the right time.  I don't know exactly what
  


16        will happen with the legislative proposal, so I
  


17        had -- it's still alive.  That's all I know
  


18        actually know about it.
  


19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  I just wanted to
  


20        report that Council Member LeVasseur and myself
  


21        met with Representative Steinberg, Representative
  


22        Hampton, and Representative Mushinsky in January,
  


23        and we basically gave them an update in terms of
  


24        where we were with the water plan.  It was a very
  


25        productive meeting.  And at that point, we talked
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 1        a little bit about legislation, and it seemed to
  


 2        me at that point that they didn't have any
  


 3        appetite for doing any legislation.  And it seems
  


 4        to me, and this is just me talking here, that we
  


 5        ought to wait until next year and there might be
  


 6        changes next year.  We haven't hired a consultant
  


 7        yet.  We might have to -- this is a hypothetical.
  


 8        We might have to ask for more time.  There might
  


 9        be a variety of things.  I'd rather go in with one
  


10        package, one time.  I have no -- I'm not against
  


11        looking at the approval process.  I think we have
  


12        to clean it up, but I don't think this is the time
  


13        to do it.  I think wait until next year.  I don't
  


14        think there's a real urgency to opening up the
  


15        water plan this year.  I think there's a lot of
  


16        other things that the legislature needs to deal
  


17        with.
  


18                    MARGARET MINER:  I heard that
  


19        presentation of the case also from Nick, very
  


20        articulate.  Our feeling is that, as bits of the
  


21        plan become known, as legislators change and begin
  


22        to take positions on one issue or another, just
  


23        doing a straight governance reform, just something
  


24        that applies to governance, not the plan, will
  


25        start to get mixed up with what's in the plan or
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 1        who's prevailing with whom and which legislators.
  


 2        I understand -- I do think that this is the right
  


 3        time to do it, but I can understand that people
  


 4        don't.  But that's our view, is to get this done
  


 5        before people have a vested interest in thinking
  


 6        that one type of approval will favor their side
  


 7        more than another type of approval.  That was our
  


 8        thinking.
  


 9                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Anything?
  


10                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  I mean, I
  


11        think we felt, when we met with the committee, and
  


12        they agreed with us, that there are so many balls
  


13        up in the air still, we don't know where we're
  


14        going to end up on the consultant issue, we don't
  


15        know if we're going to need more time because of
  


16        the process, we felt that, and it was the general
  


17        consensus, if we were going to come in with a
  


18        technical corrections type of thing, that would be
  


19        the more appropriate time to do that.  And I think
  


20        we'll have a much better sense of that probably by
  


21        the end of the summer, and then we can start
  


22        working on putting together a comprehensive
  


23        technical bill at that juncture so that it's ready
  


24        to roll out at the first part of next year's
  


25        session.
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 1                    MARGARET MINER:  Obviously, this is --
  


 2        I appreciate that and that's a pretty good idea.
  


 3        We'll see what happens.  This is not a point of
  


 4        deep disagreement.
  


 5                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  I don't think it
  


 6        is.  I think we just -- let's see what happens.
  


 7        We can talk to the legislature and see if they
  


 8        have an appetite.  I don't want to be up there
  


 9        fighting with each other over something like this.
  


10        I think we have a lot of other things to worry
  


11        about.
  


12                    MARGARET MINER:  This is not something
  


13        we support, but I really haven't been entirely --
  


14        I do support it, but I'm not spending hours every
  


15        day on it so far.
  


16                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Mike?
  


17                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  My personal view is
  


18        the same as Jack and David on this issue.
  


19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Ellen?
  


20                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  I think maybe
  


21        right now is not the time; there's not an urgency
  


22        for it.  I think, also, I hope that we're
  


23        thoughtful about any changes we make are not
  


24        changes that have the potential to make it harder
  


25        to get the statewide water plan finalized and
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 1        approved, and, you know, if we've gone through
  


 2        this whole process and all the work and all the
  


 3        people involved, I wouldn't want to be part of
  


 4        changing a statute that somehow makes it easier
  


 5        for somebody at the last minute to say, Ah, they
  


 6        didn't address my concern, therefore the whole
  


 7        plan is out.
  


 8                    MARGARET MINER:  That actually exactly
  


 9        what we're trying to avoid, too.
  


10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Any
  


11        other legislative matters?  Margaret, any other
  


12        legislative matters?
  


13                    MARGARET MINER:  We've gotten to about
  


14        half of them, but no, no, I can't think of any.
  


15                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Do you want to give
  


16        a WUCC update?
  


17                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Sure.  So, we
  


18        hoped we would be farther in the WUCC process.
  


19        Lori Matthew did an overview for the State Water
  


20        Plan Steering Committee back in November at DEEP.
  


21        At that time, we indicated that we were currently
  


22        under an RFP process.  We've completed our RFP
  


23        process.  We have selected a consultant.  The
  


24        consultant who was selected was Milone & MacBroom;
  


25        that was done by Commissioner Mullen, in December,
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 1        and we are furiously working to execute a
  


 2        contract.  I always thought that if you did an
  


 3        RFP, that was the hard part and then writing the
  


 4        contract would go so much quicker, because you've
  


 5        already detailed everything you need and what your
  


 6        intentions are, and writing the contract has taken
  


 7        us quite a bit more than we anticipated.  We are
  


 8        still working to complete that contract execution
  


 9        process.  We're hoping -- we had hoped to have it
  


10        done by February; even with Leap Day, we did not
  


11        make that, so hopefully sometime in March, and
  


12        then shortly after that, we would probably, you
  


13        know, within 30 days, be rolling out the first
  


14        convening of the three WUCC areas.
  


15                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Any questions?
  


16                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Are you finding
  


17        lessons learned from the contract-writing process
  


18        that might be beneficial when we write a contract
  


19        for somebody to do the WUCC plan?
  


20                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  We certainly can
  


21        share any, you know, general feedback that we can
  


22        provide.  Minimizing the transfer of contracts
  


23        between State agencies, if that is not a
  


24        politically incorrect thing to say, might help.
  


25        There are a lot of people with hands in the
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 1        process, so the good part of that is maybe in the
  


 2        end, you end up with a very tight, well-written
  


 3        contract.  It just has delayed us, trying to
  


 4        address items and ensuring that we fully address
  


 5        them, so . . .
  


 6                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I would suggest,
  


 7        Jack, that in writing the contract in the water
  


 8        plan that some of the same people be involved, to
  


 9        be able to bring that -- if they've already gotten
  


10        this far, it might get us to the final contract.
  


11                    BRUCE WITTCHEN:  Just a point of
  


12        observation:  The contracting authority, based on
  


13        the work the Water Planning Council has done, will
  


14        be NEIWPCC, not the State, so the same to-ing and
  


15        fro-ing that I think you have referred to, Ellen,
  


16        will be absent and won't have the same
  


17        considerations as we go forward.  It's not to say
  


18        substantively if there are things that come out of
  


19        there that you all think are things that should be
  


20        paid attention to that they can't follow it in,
  


21        but it's going to be a little different process.
  


22                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  If I might,
  


23        I think also, because it's an RFQ process, there's
  


24        a lot more give and take than there is in the RFP
  


25        process where they're responding to a specific
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 1        request for proposals, because in the RFQ process,
  


 2        you end up developing the scope after you've
  


 3        selected your initial consultant selectee.
  


 4        There's much more negotiation and give and take
  


 5        going on before you get to the contractual stage.
  


 6        That's the other declining difference.
  


 7                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  The other thing,
  


 8        if I can --
  


 9                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Sure.
  


10                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  -- I know that we
  


11        had a request to have a WUCC update at both the
  


12        Water Planning Council monthly meeting and then
  


13        the State Water Plan meeting, Steering Committee.
  


14        My hope would be that the WUCC update could just
  


15        be done during the routine Water Planning Council
  


16        meeting.  I think that the State Water Plan
  


17        involves more than WUCC planning; it involves lots
  


18        of other statewide plans.  If we're going to have
  


19        each State agency talk about the plans and their
  


20        planning process and how that relates to the State
  


21        Water Plan each month, that's something I think we
  


22        could talk about the Steering Committee about the
  


23        value of.  But defining only the WUCC plan, I
  


24        think, puts a focus on the WUCC that is
  


25        disproportionate overall to the State Water Plan.
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 1                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I guess I would
  


 2        disagree with that.  I find it very useful to kind
  


 3        of reacquaint myself with the WUCC process each
  


 4        time, and this is one way for me to do that.  I
  


 5        think people ought to have the same kind of
  


 6        information on stream flow as well.  I think it's
  


 7        useful to do that, and I think for -- you know,
  


 8        certainly for the Steering Committee, those are
  


 9        people that aren't focused on this on a day-to-day
  


10        or weekly basis, so for them to hear WUCC's stream
  


11        flow and other things, it helps them kind of
  


12        ground themselves in terms of what we're going to
  


13        be asking them to do.  Maybe as time goes on,
  


14        maybe there's less of a need to do it, but I think
  


15        it makes sense to do it in the meantime.  We don't
  


16        have to spend a lot of time doing it, but this was
  


17        very helpful for me, actually, just hearing you
  


18        talk about where you are in the process.
  


19                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  So, I would then
  


20        offer that we do a WUCC update, Plan of
  


21        Conservation and Development update, Stream Flow
  


22        update, Municipal Planning update, so that all of
  


23        the plans get their opportunity.  I know little
  


24        about what the process is for municipal facility
  


25        planning and how frequently those plans are
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 1        updated.  The Plan of Conservation and
  


 2        Development, I think it, too -- I had a First
  


 3        Selectman from a town recently ask me, Oh, when is
  


 4        the next update due?  I don't know.  I guess I
  


 5        would just say maybe it could be a more balanced
  


 6        approach.
  


 7                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Start the
  


 8        process toward the end of this year, and we'll be
  


 9        concluding it right around the time the statewide
  


10        water plan goes up for adoption.  It's a
  


11        three-year process to get through a plan that's
  


12        good for five years.
  


13                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  It would probably
  


14        be good for the Steering Committee to hear about
  


15        all of them.
  


16                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  But I think, again,
  


17        there's -- all planning activities throughout the
  


18        state, they kind of interrelate; there's no doubt
  


19        about that.  One of my concerns that gets
  


20        alleviated by having regular updates on strictly
  


21        water-related stuff is, I don't want to have the
  


22        WUCC plan driving the State Water Plan, so it's a
  


23        way of ensuring, for me anyways, that that's not
  


24        happening, and so I'm -- again, I'll defer to Jack
  


25        on this, but I find it useful to have this on a
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 1        regular basis, and I think members of the public
  


 2        may as well.
  


 3                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Yep, I think that
  


 4        we're agreeing.  I think I'd just like to have the
  


 5        conversation be a little broader.
  


 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Margaret, were you
  


 7        going to say something?
  


 8                    MARGARET MINER:  I was going to say,
  


 9        basically, that I agree with Mike; although if
  


10        you're talking about the Plan of Conservation and
  


11        Development, at some point you're going to want to
  


12        know how their water -- which is quite different
  


13        in the last couple of years, how they deal with
  


14        water issues, how that fits in with the green
  


15        plan.
  


16                    But, really, the WUCC process and the
  


17        WUCC work and the Stream Flow, as you said, these
  


18        are important components of any -- very important
  


19        components of any plan that emerges, so I really
  


20        also would -- I think people would really benefit
  


21        from it, and so I basically hope that Mike's view
  


22        will prevail.
  


23                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Virginia?
  


24                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  One of the concerns
  


25        that's come up in the Science and Technical
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 1        Committee is how all these different plans
  


 2        interrelate, and I think people suspect, at least
  


 3        some of the current generation of plans, that
  


 4        there may be contradictory material in one versus
  


 5        another.
  


 6                    The question is, then, who or what
  


 7        agency has the responsibility to making sure
  


 8        there's consistency, and where there's not, does
  


 9        the plan of C&D change or does the water plan
  


10        change?  Who wins in that if there's a lack of
  


11        consistency?  I think that is a fairly substantial
  


12        effort, and I don't know if anybody is handling it
  


13        at this point.
  


14                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  All State
  


15        plans are supposed to be reviewed for consistency
  


16        with the State Plan of Conservation and
  


17        Development.  Any State agency that puts together
  


18        a plan, it has to be reviewed for consistency with
  


19        the State plan of C&D, and they actually are
  


20        required to submit the plans for review.
  


21                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That review is done
  


22        by OPM?
  


23                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Correct.
  


24                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That answers the
  


25        question of who wins.  You're saying the plan of
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 1        C&D wins.
  


 2                    What if -- never would happen, but
  


 3        what if it's determined that something that is in
  


 4        the plan of C&D is not appropriate and that
  


 5        something that has come up through the discussions
  


 6        around the water plan, had that been known when
  


 7        the plan of C&D was written, it may have been done
  


 8        differently, does that have to then start a whole
  


 9        huge rewrite of the C&D?
  


10                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  No.  There's
  


11        an amendment process for the plan of C&D, both for
  


12        the technical changes, which is probably what this
  


13        would fall under, and there's also a process in
  


14        place for making amendments or changes to the
  


15        locational guide map.  So there's a two-tier
  


16        amendment process that can be initiated, either by
  


17        a request of the continuing committee, or if it's
  


18        a technical change, it can be initiated by OPM
  


19        itself by filing with the continuing committee.
  


20                    You have to understand that, unlike
  


21        other State agencies report to one legislative
  


22        committee or another that has oversight over their
  


23        particular areas, the State Plan of C&D is
  


24        actually required to report to a continuing
  


25        committee, which is made up of the ranking members
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 1        and chairs of a number of different committees who
  


 2        sit on them, so they're the ones who actually are
  


 3        in charge of the whole amendment process and
  


 4        making the determination.
  


 5                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Okay.
  


 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Yes?
  


 7                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I'm less concerned
  


 8        about who wins.  I'm more concerned about sharing
  


 9        information about where these various planning
  


10        efforts are at any given time, and I know that's
  


11        not -- it's not easy, because everybody is under
  


12        the gun to develop their plans within certain time
  


13        frames, and it's hard to do when you're also
  


14        trying to keep other people involved in the
  


15        process.
  


16                    We have this issue internally at DEEP,
  


17        where we've got big planning efforts on, like a
  


18        revision of the State Solid Waste Management plan
  


19        and, similarly, a revision in the Comprehensive
  


20        Energy Strategy.  Those affect each other in some
  


21        of the decisions that are being made.
  


22                    It's not a question of who wins at
  


23        this point; it's a question of knowing what the
  


24        other entity is doing.  That's one of the reasons
  


25        why I think it's important to share on a regular
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 1        basis what we're doing in terms of Stream Flow,
  


 2        what DPH is doing in terms of WUCCs, and so it's
  


 3        within what we are doing in terms of State water
  


 4        planning.
  


 5                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  And, quite
  


 6        frankly, the State Water Plan is probably going to
  


 7        be submitted to OPM for review before the final
  


 8        draft is put out there.  Traditionally, that's
  


 9        what we require of All State agencies.  Just
  


10        because this is a multi-agency plan doesn't mean
  


11        it shouldn't be reviewed for consistency.
  


12                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I think what
  


13        David's saying there is OPM is the winner.
  


14                    MARGARET MINER:  Sounds like it.
  


15                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Having said
  


16        that, I would like to point out that the group
  


17        within OPM that reviews it is the same unit that
  


18        has Matt and Bruce and Eric as staff, so it's not
  


19        like it's another unit on the other side of the
  


20        building working on that.
  


21                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  You have
  


22        trustworthy people in there.
  


23                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Well,
  


24        they're involved in both processes, so it's not
  


25        foreign to them.
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 1                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Right.
  


 2                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Very good.
  


 3        Anything further on that?
  


 4                       (No response.)
  


 5                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Betsy, would you
  


 6        like to update on stream flow?
  


 7                    DENISE RUZICKA:  Denise.  Stream flow,
  


 8        where we are is, as you know, what we're doing is
  


 9        implementing the adopted regulations, and the
  


10        first step in the process is the classification.
  


11        We're going basin by basin.  There are five major
  


12        basins.  If you're asking we are, I'd say we're at
  


13        one-and-three-quarters out of five.  We've
  


14        approved and finalized classification in the
  


15        Thames basin and that sets off a mutation
  


16        schedule.  We are in the process of working on the
  


17        South Central basin.  We have a FOIA request from
  


18        Margaret with regard to information regarding
  


19        planned future sources of significant economic
  


20        investment.  We need to respond to that, and we
  


21        also need to draft responses to comments in order
  


22        to get that across the finish line.
  


23                    In terms of the remaining three
  


24        basins, we hope to do those as one, and we need to
  


25        do the geographic mapping process consistent with
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 1        the regulations and start on the interagency
  


 2        consultation process.  I do not have a time frame
  


 3        for when we anticipate starting that.
  


 4                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Any
  


 5        questions?
  


 6                       (No response.)
  


 7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Now
  


 8        we're back to, anyone on the advisory group have
  


 9        updates?
  


10                    MARGARET MINER:  Bruce, can you help
  


11        me?  I was just looking for your notes.  Do we
  


12        have any notes from you?
  


13                    BRUCE WITTCHEN:  I haven't sent them
  


14        out from the last meeting yet.
  


15                    MARGARET MINER:  Without his notes,
  


16        I'm totally lost.  We did discuss the approval
  


17        process, just to say that it was alive somewhere
  


18        in the LLB; that has pretty much unanimous backing
  


19        in the advisory group.
  


20                    We've been working hard to get a
  


21        meeting, just to jump to the work groups, of the
  


22        Watershed Lands work group, Carrie Manaska
  


23        (phonetic) and I are co-chairs, and given the
  


24        legislation particularly around Tilcon, and some
  


25        others, and the Kendall-Morgan pipeline and the
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 1        MDC reservoir lands, we feel it's very important
  


 2        to discuss this and perhaps to take a -- a couple
  


 3        of years ago, we had sort of the -- we raised, in
  


 4        the advisory group, is there more that we could
  


 5        do -- and DPH also sent us a memo.  Is there more
  


 6        that we can do, other than defensively trying to
  


 7        protect the Class 1 and Class 2 lands, is there
  


 8        more that we can do in a proactive way to acquire
  


 9        or protect properties, whether owned by a water
  


10        company or not, in drinking water watersheds.
  


11                    I think we'll be looking at both the
  


12        sort of -- a couple of existing difficult
  


13        proposals and really what's a better way, what
  


14        might be a good way going forward.
  


15                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.
  


16                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Just a quick update
  


17        from the drought group.
  


18                    MARGARET MINER:  Oh, thank you.
  


19                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  We had a very
  


20        interesting meeting with Steve Heckler, who was
  


21        representing the irrigators' association.  He had
  


22        prepared four pages of notes on the plan as it
  


23        existed.  A lot of it was discussion of
  


24        explanation of why it was the way it was, but he
  


25        caught some things, just wording, that the way he
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 1        read it was different than had been intended.  So
  


 2        it was very helpful to have his input.  The place
  


 3        we're at at the moment is that -- meetings that we
  


 4        have get very talky and very philosophical, so to
  


 5        actually get something done, Eric Lindquist and I
  


 6        are going to be getting together this week to go
  


 7        through his comments, integrate those that we
  


 8        think are appropriate, respond to him on the ones
  


 9        that -- explaining why -- if we don't incorporate
  


10        something, explaining why we don't, or just
  


11        putting in the background of how we got there.
  


12                    Then when we've done that, we'll send
  


13        a copy to him so that he can see what we've done
  


14        and then also send a clean copy to the whole group
  


15        to basically say, This is our final draft and
  


16        speak now or forever hold your peace, and be able
  


17        to finalize it and get it to the advisory group
  


18        and then to you folks for approval.
  


19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Excellent.  Anybody
  


20        else from the public wish to address us today?
  


21                       (No response.)
  


22                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Our next meeting
  


23        for the Steering Committee will be April 5th, and
  


24        the next Water Planning Council will be May 3rd.
  


25        FYI.  Motion to adjourn?
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 1                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  So moved.
  


 2                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Second.
  


 3                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  All in favor?
  


 4                    THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
  


 5                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you very
  


 6        much.
  


 7
  


 8              (Meeting adjourned at 2:40 p.m.)
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           1                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We'll call the

           2        meeting of the Water Planning Council for Tuesday,

           3        March 1st, 2016 to order.  The first order of

           4        business will be the approval of the January 5th,

           5        2016 minutes, which have been mailed out to you.

           6                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  I make a

           7        motion that they be approved.

           8                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We have a motion.

           9        Could we hear a second?

          10                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Second.

          11                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Motion made that

          12        the minutes of the January 5th, 2016 Water

          13        Planning Council meeting be approved.  Any

          14        questions or comments?

          15                       (No response.)

          16                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  If not, all in

          17        favor signify by saying aye.

          18                    THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

          19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We're trying to get

          20        NEIWPCC on the line for a report from Susan; see

          21        when hear from her.  So we'll move down to the

          22        discussion of the appointment of David Sutherland,

          23        of the Nature Conservancy, to the Steering

          24        Committee.  Mr. Sullivan, would you like to say a

          25        few words?
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           1                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Thanks, Jack, yeah.

           2        When we had the discussion about adding the MDC to

           3        the Steering Committee, which was a really great

           4        decision, I think, and I think we're all pretty

           5        happy that they agreed do that.  This increase in

           6        the Steering Committee happened before I took over

           7        my current role, but in addition to MDC, the other

           8        entity that we were at the time pretty interested

           9        in having on the Steering Committee was the Nature

          10        Conservancy, and so I took one more -- since we

          11        were adding the MDC, I took one more run -- I

          12        figured it couldn't hurt to take one more run at

          13        the Nature Conservancy and see if they were

          14        interested in participating in the Steering

          15        Committee.  I talked to David Sutherland and he

          16        was enthusiastic about doing that.  He's not here

          17        today, but he's been coming to the Water Planning

          18        Council meetings and the Steering Committee

          19        meetings, and so I thought since they were

          20        interested in doing that, I thought it would be a

          21        good move to add them to the Steering Committee as

          22        well.

          23                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Do you want to make

          24        that motion?

          25                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  And I so move.
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           1                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Second.

           2                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Great.  Moved and

           3        seconded that David Sutherland, representing the

           4        Nature Conservancy, be appointed to the Steering

           5        Committee.  Any questions?

           6                       (No response.)

           7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  If not, signify by

           8        saying aye.

           9                    THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

          10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  David Sutherland is

          11        appointed to the Steering Committee, and we will

          12        let him know.

          13                    The website update, David?

          14                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  There really

          15        isn't anything new to report, so I gave Eric

          16        permission to stay back at the ranch.

          17                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  It's moving along

          18        very nicely.

          19                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Yeah, it's

          20        moving along.

          21                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  We're going

          22        to move over to legislative matters while we're

          23        waiting, again, for NEIWPCC.  Margaret, do you

          24        want to give us the proposed amendment to the Land

          25        Conveyance Act?
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           1                    MARGARET MINER:  Sure.  Most of you

           2        know about the Tilcon bill and proposal.

           3                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Come right up here.

           4        This is your usual spot.

           5                    MARGARET MINER:  I don't want to sit

           6        with my back to people.  So, you're familiar with

           7        the proposal SB 300; it's very similar to the one

           8        that came in 2008, 2007, 2008.  A New Britain

           9        water company would like to lease 131 acres to

          10        Tilcon, adjacent to an existing Tilcon quarry in

          11        Plainville.  The project would be for rock mining,

          12        which in the end, and even a little bit in the

          13        process, could be used to create a reservoir.

          14                    The plan would be to create a

          15        reservoir that would be, with a little agitation,

          16        suitable for storage as water supply.  Of the

          17        131 acres, about 100 are water Class 2, and of

          18        that 100, Class 1 is about 90, so 10 acres, I can

          19        confirm it, or maybe 20, I forget, but the smaller

          20        part, and the rest of it is Class 2.  The idea is,

          21        this contains somewhat more proposed buffers, and

          22        after 30 or 40 years, donations of some open space

          23        to Plainville; Southington, I think, may be one

          24        other.

          25                    I met with, at CFE -- is Rachel here?
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           1        CFE and River Slides, met with, down in New

           2        Britain, Erin Stewart and Tilcon, Jay Malcynsky.

           3        And I guess the, for us, rock mining and Class 1

           4        and Class 2 remains just an extraordinarily

           5        questionable idea and a very bad precedent.  We

           6        discussed whether there was a need, and if there

           7        was a need, how well would the reservoir suit that

           8        as compared to other arrangements.  They felt that

           9        it could serve a regional purpose, they felt that

          10        DPH had expressed an interest in another

          11        surface-water reservoir in that region, but the

          12        bottom line was that I said we can't support it.

          13        We just sent out an alert, and I left a message

          14        for Jay, that we toned it down maybe from last

          15        time, and in the context of water planning, that's

          16        where a regional plant or the creation of a new

          17        reservoir should be.  I think CFE also has sent

          18        out one or two alerts, and that bill is -- so

          19        we'll see what happens.

          20                    The proposed amendment to the Land

          21        Conveyance Act -- well, this was the

          22        constitutional amendment that's proposed, so that

          23        the constitutional amendment would provide --

          24        would make it more difficult for municipalities or

          25        individuals to request to get State-owned parks,
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           1        State-owned open space, and that bill was in

           2        environment committee, and I think it was fairly

           3        well received, partly because many of the people

           4        who testified, and I think the Water Works

           5        Association also testified in favor, said that we

           6        had tried for two years, talking to everybody, to

           7        find some other way, other than a constitutional

           8        amendment, to provide more secure protections for

           9        these lands, particularly, of course, drinking

          10        water, watershed lands, but almost all our state

          11        parks and open space preserves do protect water

          12        resources, so the -- I guess we'll see what

          13        happens.  There was fairly broad support for it.

          14        We have been to agencies, we've been to the AG's

          15        office, we've been to legislators and back around

          16        again several times and unable to find another

          17        means.

          18                    The constitutional amendment would

          19        require that the bill -- well, the language isn't

          20        quite what the advocates had hoped for; in fact,

          21        it was kind of messed up in places.  But the goal

          22        is that if you want to transfer, convey out a

          23        piece of State land for some other use, it should

          24        be in a stand-alone bill, it should have a public

          25        hearing environment, it should have a public
�
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           1        hearing or informational meeting in the town in

           2        which it's -- in which the conveyance is proposed,

           3        because often the local people themselves aren't

           4        aware of the conveyance and sometimes it isn't

           5        widely known in the town, and then it would

           6        require a two-thirds vote of the legislature, as

           7        opposed to a simple majority, to pass a conveyance

           8        after these hearings and so forth.  It's somewhat

           9        similar to what's done in New York state, assuming

          10        this is the language we get, which I'm not sure.

          11        Except in New York state, I think you have to go

          12        two years, have a vote in two consecutive years,

          13        in order to get a piece of State land.

          14                    Is Gil here?  Are you going to

          15        comment, Gil?

          16                    At any rate, I did e-mail Jay

          17        Malcynsky, just as I came here, and said, I

          18        couldn't do much for you, but, you know, in terms

          19        of regional planning, it might be something to

          20        look at.  I don't like to people to get a

          21        surprise, like a horrible e-mail that comes out

          22        the next day saying, "Opposed."

          23                    I ran into Nick yesterday, we were

          24        talking a bit about maybe what Ellen is going to

          25        talk about, and he said -- there's no question,
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           1        I've asked DPH a few times.  The DPH bill that

           2        provides for build-out water systems, it's very

           3        hard to follow it.  I sent a long memo to Lori and

           4        to you, Jack, and then I said, Oh, I should have

           5        really sent it to Nick.

           6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  You sent it to

           7        Lori.

           8                    MARGARET MINER:  I did send it to

           9        Lori.  It's very hard to follow.  But two legal

          10        questions that I've posed, and said maybe we could

          11        sit down with a DPH lawyer sometime and sort it

          12        out, is, one, this bill references ECA's exclusive

          13        service areas as pursuant to whatever it is G, the

          14        WUCC law.

          15                    The first question is:  What if it is

          16        an inclusive service area established some other

          17        way; a charter or whatever?  But, also, I haven't

          18        been able -- I'm not clear at what point an

          19        exclusive service area becomes an inclusive area

          20        under this statute.  My reading is that it's when

          21        you have an approved regional plan, which there's

          22        one at this point, in the process of revision.

          23        I'm not sure that's what DPH thinks.

          24                    I did have some minutes that were sent

          25        up in connection with a proposed aquarian
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           1        diversion down there, sort of outlining how the

           2        ESAs are changed kind of spontaneously, or at

           3        least with apparent improvised government.  But I

           4        don't really know DPH's position.  If you're

           5        referring to an ESA under this statute, when is

           6        that, that it becomes an official ESA?  Because

           7        under the statute, they're only the ones with the

           8        single-approved look.

           9                    Another question I had is -- and I

          10        asked Lori and she said she didn't know.  This is

          11        another area we thought maybe we should speak to

          12        lawyer.  Are ESAs enforceable?  I said, Is it more

          13        or less enforceable than a water supply plan,

          14        which I gather is not -- in many respects, not

          15        really enforceable under current law, but you can

          16        address that.

          17                    I was just trying to get a sense, with

          18        the effort going into WUCCs, at the importance of

          19        ESAs there.  Is it something that could be

          20        enforced, you know, the WUCC regional plan, after

          21        we get it, with all its component ESAs, or not?

          22        So, we're looking at legislation that refers to

          23        ESAs and regional plans.  Those were two legal

          24        questions that I just am not clear on what the

          25        answers are.
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           1                    There's some other legislation on MDC

           2        in Bloomfield and some other things, but is that

           3        enough?

           4                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  What's going on

           5        with MDC in Bloomfield?

           6                    MARGARET MINER:  Well, you've probably

           7        heard about it.

           8                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  I didn't realize

           9        there was legislation.

          10                    MARGARET MINER:  Yeah, there's

          11        supposed to be -- have you seen anything?  I

          12        haven't.  I understand there's language going

          13        around.

          14                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  In legislation.

          15                    MARGARET MINER:  Okay.  I understand

          16        there's language going around, and this is my

          17        understanding, when the two --

          18                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Is this about the

          19        Niagara bonding plant?

          20                    MARGARET MINER:  Yes.  The two

          21        legislators from the Bloomfield area, Beth Bye and

          22        David Baram, both want to introduce some kind of

          23        legislation.  At one point, there was talk of

          24        their having a joint bill; now, I think they may

          25        be separate bills.  There's nothing up on the
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           1        website yet.  Some people have seen some language,

           2        but I have trouble getting them to explain what

           3        they saw.

           4                    What David Baram originally intended

           5        was something that would address land-use process

           6        in towns, and the gist of it would be that in a

           7        land-use application to Wetlands or Planning &

           8        Zoning, if there is a intended owner, and I

           9        suppose you'd have to say in some kind of

          10        agreement, maybe, and an intended use of the

          11        property, that has to be revealed to the land-use

          12        commission.  This legislation would no longer have

          13        that you can use the developer or the engineer to

          14        come in and say, "I'm applying on behalf of a real

          15        estate owner here and we want a commercial

          16        building this big."  You can go through, we'll

          17        have a WUCC bill, and it happens other times, you

          18        can go through a long way without the use owner

          19        being revealed.  In fact, in Bloomfield, if they

          20        hadn't been also trying to vote on the tax

          21        abatement, it might have gone further without

          22        people realizing what happened.  So that was David

          23        Baram's interest.

          24                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  That's SB 328, the

          25        first one you talked about.
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           1                    MARGARET MINER:  And that's up?

           2                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Yes.

           3                    MARGARET MINER:  Okay.  So you can

           4        tell us what's in it.

           5                    I wanted to address pricing.  You

           6        know, they have anti-conservation pricing,

           7        discounts for large-volume users, and protection

           8        of residents, which can be a little tricky,

           9        because, you know, protection of residents in

          10        times of a water shortage, that residents would

          11        get priority over, let's say, commercial users; of

          12        course, there are conditions, you know, hospitals,

          13        different things.  Someone pointed out to me this

          14        morning that the hospitals, nonprofit hospitals,

          15        aren't getting the discount rate on water.  And

          16        how to do that.  I think that was a couple of

          17        things Beth Bye was looking at that she felt

          18        should be approved in the deal made between

          19        Niagara and MDC.

          20                    Alicea is more in touch with this than

          21        I am.  Alicea has been at more of the meetings.

          22        Which number is it?

          23                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  SB 328 was the bill

          24        that addresses public notice on the land use.

          25                    MARGARET MINER:  Okay.  So, I missed
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           1        that.

           2                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I haven't seen the

           3        language on the bill.

           4                    MARGARET MINER:  I've just heard that

           5        there's language out there; I haven't seen

           6        anything.  Alicea is our expert on that.

           7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Would you like to

           8        add anything, Alicea?

           9                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Not at this time.

          10        Like I said, I'm not aware of the --

          11                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Work in progress?

          12                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I haven't seen

          13        legislation or any of the language.

          14                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Counselor?

          15                    BART HALLORAN:  Yes.  I'm Bart

          16        Halloran, from the MDC.  We haven't seen any

          17        language from Senator Bye's bill; we've had

          18        several meetings with her.

          19                    The issue that we have on the

          20        large-user discount is that, as we were going

          21        through the process, we discovered that virtually

          22        every other water company in the state of

          23        Connecticut has a large-volume discount.

          24                    If a bill is proposed that just limits

          25        the MDC from offering a large-volume discount,
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           1        what you effectively do is put the Hartford region

           2        at a competitive disadvantage at a time where

           3        commercial use of water has decreased very

           4        dramatically in the Hartford area, from roughly

           5        17 million gallons a day to approximately

           6        2 million.  Now, a lot of that is because of good

           7        reasons, of reuse of water by companies that

           8        recirculate it; it's not just all abandonment of

           9        the Hartford area by businesses, so a lot of that

          10        is conservation.

          11                    But if you're just going to -- as you

          12        all know, I'm sure, the MDC's rates have risen

          13        rather dramatically because of the clean water

          14        project, in which there's a surcharge on water

          15        use, which is almost equal to the base charge now.

          16                    The declining amounts of water used,

          17        because it's a nonprofit, has led to increased

          18        cost, too, which does create difficulty for a lot

          19        of our urban and poor residential users.  So, the

          20        MDC makes no secret about it, that they wish to

          21        sell more water, and particularly the area of

          22        commercial use is something that appears to be a

          23        likely candidate for growth.

          24                    So the idea of a large-volume

          25        discount -- and I would point out the MDC's
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           1        large-volume discount takes it from 2.70 to 2.20

           2        over 500,000 gallons, and it, frankly, applies to

           3        nobody right now.  The hospitals and the rest

           4        don't quite get to the 500,000.  The idea of it

           5        was to attract new business into the area, and

           6        Niagara's one of those new businesses.  So, that's

           7        what the MDC board was thinking when it adopted

           8        this, and I would just hope that any legislation,

           9        if it's going to affect those type of discounts,

          10        doesn't have a disproportionate effect on the

          11        Hartford area.

          12                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  So, I don't think

          13        that what Margaret said -- and like I said, I

          14        haven't seen the language, but I know possibly

          15        where they're going with it, it doesn't address

          16        the large-volume discount; however, I know there

          17        are a lot of MDC customers who are interested in

          18        doing that.  It has more to do with the fact that

          19        you're incentivizing large-volume users without

          20        protection of the majority of the customers, so

          21        the MDC is relying on the triggers in the drought

          22        plan, which would cut back on large -- on

          23        industrial users at 10 percent capacity, and

          24        that's what a lot of MDC customers and

          25        environmental advocates have issue with.
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           1                    So, I think what they're thinking of

           2        addressing is the fact that those triggers are so

           3        low for such a large-volume user, there could be a

           4        crisis for all other customers, because Niagara

           5        has had a history of continuing to use the

           6        capacity that they have the rights to when all

           7        other customers are asked to conserve water

           8        because water is -- because there have been

           9        regions of drought.  And, actually, there was a

          10        community that almost had to pay Niagara

          11        $4 million because they were fighting for their

          12        own water.

          13                    BART HALLORAN:  I would just point out

          14        that in the case of the MDC, that scenario is

          15        extraordinarily unlikely, given the amount of

          16        water that the MDC has.  So, I mean, the -- I

          17        certainly understand the concerns.  The way the

          18        triggers are in the water plans probably do merit

          19        some looking at, but in particular to think that

          20        there's going to be a problem for residential

          21        users in this particular case, I think, is

          22        stretching it a bit.

          23                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I just want to say

          24        that I don't think this is never going to happen

          25        is an acceptable answer.
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           1                    MARGARET MINER:  I was just going to

           2        say with this application, as with MDC application

           3        to UConn, but it's not an MDC issue, we also

           4        raised it with Torrington, when a water company

           5        makes it very clear they have lots of extra water

           6        and when there are dry streams below empowerment,

           7        this happened with Torrington Water, we argued,

           8        and in that case, did get some concessions, to put

           9        some of that water down into the streams, at least

          10        while you're just sitting there with it.

          11                    The two dry streams in this case are

          12        the east branch of the Farmington and the Nepaug

          13        River.

          14                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Just a quick

          15        question.  You were saying that the other large

          16        utilities have large-volume discounts as well.  Do

          17        they also have a 10 percent trigger; do you know?

          18                    BART HALLORAN:  I don't know their

          19        water plans.  I can certainly get that

          20        information, though.

          21                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Anything else on

          22        this subject?  I guess this is, again, a work in

          23        progress.  I'm sure you'll be monitoring the State

          24        Capitol and you'll be reporting back to us.

          25                    Do we have NEIWPCC on the line?  And
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           1        we'll come back to legislation, Margaret.  Jane?

           2        It's Jack and the council.  Would you like to give

           3        us an update on --

           4                    JANE CERASO:  I can't really hear

           5        anything?

           6                (Off-the-record discussion.)

           7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Could you give an

           8        update to the council on the RFQ, please,

           9        selection process?

          10                    JANE CERASO:  Yes, absolutely.  So,

          11        we're not yet in the selection process, because

          12        the RFQ is still open until one o'clock on this

          13        Friday, March 4th.  I have not received any

          14        questions.  Today was the day I was supposed to

          15        pose answers to the questions, but I did not

          16        receive any on the RFQ, so I don't know if that's

          17        a good sign or a bad sign, or maybe everybody's so

          18        busy preparing the multitude of documents they

          19        have to prepare that they didn't really have time

          20        for questions.  And it is an RFQ, which is less

          21        ambiguous, or maybe more ambiguous, than an RFT

          22        would be, so maybe questions wouldn't necessarily

          23        follow.

          24                    Our plan, and I spoke to Tom Callahan

          25        yesterday about this, our plan is when those
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           1        RFQ -- when the RFQ timeline closes on Friday, I

           2        will go in and get a copy of everything that has

           3        been submitted and then let everybody know what

           4        the results are.  And then we were hoping to have

           5        a conversation with the subcommittee that's

           6        working on this early next week to talk about the

           7        evaluation process and how we want to move forward

           8        with, hopefully, an acceptable number of

           9        responses.

          10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Any

          11        questions?  It seems to be moving along very

          12        nicely.  Actually, thank you.  I know that you had

          13        some pretty tight deadlines that you've been

          14        meeting and we appreciate that, so . . .

          15                    JANE CERASO:  I did submit, and I

          16        believe it's been forwarded to you folks, the

          17        first two monthly reports in our agreement.

          18                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Yes.

          19                    JANE CERASO:  We promised to do

          20        monthly reports, and then at the end of the

          21        quarter, there will be a financial report that

          22        just details what's been spent to date.  We didn't

          23        spend too much on advertising.  I had to pay

          24        New England Water Works to post the RFQ; I believe

          25        everything else was free.  And I think it's been
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           1        distributed pretty widely.  Has anybody heard any

           2        buzz about it on the streets?

           3                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Have you?

           4                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  No, but I haven't

           5        been on the street.

           6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  Anybody in

           7        the audience heard anything?

           8                    UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:  You're assuming

           9        we've been on the street, Jack.

          10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  I'm

          11        presuming you haven't been on the street, so . . .

          12        Okay.  Thank you.

          13                    JANE CERASO:  Okay.

          14                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We'll look forward

          15        to more reports.

          16                    JANE CERASO:  Absolutely.

          17                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you so much.

          18        Okay.  Back to the legislation.  Were you going to

          19        respond to Margaret?

          20                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  I can go over the

          21        DPH legislative proposal.

          22                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Why don't you do

          23        that.  You're testifying, as you speak, right,

          24        tomorrow?

          25                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Tomorrow.  DPH has
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           1        three bills that we've proposed, and I will say,

           2        Margaret, you broke my heart a little, because I

           3        thought 52-63 would be the first one you would

           4        talk about, which is DPH's proposed changes to the

           5        Freedom of Information Act, trying to make it a

           6        more simplified process, trying to make it clear

           7        when information that has a security component

           8        must be held secure, held confidential, and then

           9        trying to be more clear about information that's

          10        needed for water supply planning, that it could be

          11        made available to the public.  That bill was -- a

          12        public hearing was held on it last week, on the

          13        24th.  Commissioner Pino testified on it while I

          14        was there, at the hearing; he did not receive any

          15        questions about that.

          16                    We are very appreciative of the

          17        support we got from our other agencies on the

          18        Water Planning Council.  The Department of

          19        Administrative Services is the one who works with

          20        DPH when we get FOI requests to make sure that

          21        we're adhering to the statute as it currently

          22        exists.  And I think we're continuing -- I know

          23        that Lori attended a meeting yesterday with

          24        representatives of both the water industry and

          25        environmental groups, and then the State agencies
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           1        are trying to ensure that we're all on the same

           2        page.

           3                    MARGARET MINER:  Sorry about that.  I

           4        think my brain overloaded on that one.  We've been

           5        working on it straight for a few hours.  We were

           6        working on language yesterday.  David Sutherland

           7        has been extremely helpful in trying to find

           8        language and clarify language and find common

           9        ground.  I don't know if Shelly Green is here,

          10        from Nature Conservancy, but there's some draft

          11        language going around.  I hope to be able, at the

          12        end of the day, to have a draft that's close

          13        enough -- likely to be language that's proposed,

          14        close enough, that I can send to my board and say,

          15        Here it is, here's what it does, here's what it

          16        doesn't do, what do you think?  I hope to be able

          17        to do that at the end of the afternoon today.

          18                    I do thank DPH and DEEP and the

          19        Connecticut Water Works Association for taking up

          20        this issue and giving it some serious attention.

          21                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  So, other bills

          22        that DPH has proposed is Senate Bill 288, an act

          23        concerning of the Department of Public Health's

          24        recommendations on expansion and construction of

          25        water systems.  And this is the CPCN, the
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           1        Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity.

           2        It's a process that DPH and PURA conduct jointly

           3        when a new public water system is created.

           4                    The purpose of the changes in this

           5        legislation are really to ensure that there isn't

           6        a duplication of the work that PURA's doing versus

           7        the work that DPH is doing.  I think since 2008,

           8        we've averaged about 3 CPCN requests in any given

           9        year.  There's $100 fee charged to the applicant

          10        for processing the review of it.

          11                    And, yes, so to the extent that an ESA

          12        provider has been identified and we do -- we've

          13        always recognized the WUCCs, the four regions that

          14        did convene WUCCs.  We have accepted their WUCC

          15        plans.  Although they have not gone through the

          16        formal approval process, we have recognized their

          17        designations.  Certainly under CPCN, it would be

          18        DPH's expectation that where an ESA provider has

          19        been identified, that the ultimate owner of the

          20        system would be the ESA holder.

          21                    So, I don't know if that answers all

          22        of Margaret's questions.  The proposal is just

          23        about trying to streamline the process, so that

          24        PURA looks at the financial side of it and DPH

          25        looks at the more technical, construction, source
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           1        of supply, quality of water, so just sort of

           2        trying to clarify the roles.

           3                    MARGARET MINER:  I did think that a

           4        sheet explaining what the different -- what

           5        some -- other than some of the beginning I got,

           6        but I found it hard to follow different sections,

           7        because there are four different, I think,

           8        definitions of water company referenced in the

           9        bill, and they're sort of exceptions.  I just

          10        found it very hard to follow.

          11                    I'm still concerned that -- I mean, if

          12        the official creation of an ESA is an

          13        identification or a recognition by DPH in some

          14        formal manner, or even informal, it would be very

          15        helpful if that was somewhere explained,

          16        because -- and to some extent, the significance,

          17        like, does it mean as, let's say, Heritage Water

          18        claims, that no one buying water in that ESA can

          19        buy from anyone else; they have to go first to the

          20        ESA holder.  Is that what it means?  That's what

          21        they're telling people in Oxford.

          22                    It just seems so -- it's hard to pin

          23        down the exact moment at which an ESA is

          24        identified, and let's say they're, I don't know,

          25        50 members that might be affected, but only three
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           1        are in the room when the ESA is created, does that

           2        make a difference?  I'm just very -- I just would

           3        love a more sort of definitive line or document or

           4        something from DPH that says, Yeah, this is an ESA

           5        and this is what an ESA does.

           6                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  So, I think the

           7        ESAs are defined in the statute, but probably

           8        adding to the confusion is the infrequency with

           9        which we even do a CPCN.  Since 2008, to have done

          10        probably less than two dozen of them, may add to

          11        sort of the -- it seems like every time we do it,

          12        it's the first time all over again.

          13                    MARGARET MINER:  We can talk about

          14        that more later, if it's clear or if there would

          15        be benefit in making it more clear.

          16                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Yep.  And the

          17        intent of this was not to review the ESA process

          18        or the -- the intent of this was really just to

          19        streamline the work between the two agencies, so

          20        it doesn't answer the question, but --

          21                    MARGARET MINER:  The only reason -- I

          22        sort of had the impression that that's good, and

          23        then I thought, really, it's up to PURA and DPH on

          24        this.  But the references in cases where there's

          25        an ESA, all those cases, I thought, which cases
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           1        are those?  How many ESAs do we have that are

           2        official?  And that's why the question kept coming

           3        up.

           4                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Okay.  And then

           5        the third bill that DPH raised is 53-50, around

           6        fluoridation of public water supplies; that one,

           7        the hearing was also held on the 24th.  The

           8        commissioner did get a lot of questions about the

           9        fluoridation bill.  Pretty much, the proposal is

          10        to adopt the HHS recently recommended range.  In

          11        Connecticut, we've been, since 1965, fluoridating

          12        our water.  We've used a range that went from .8

          13        to 1.2.  The new HHS recommendation, I believe, is

          14        .7 to 1.2, and so we're looking to follow that

          15        guidance.

          16                    MARGARET MINER:  I'm smiling because I

          17        provided the liveliest testimony, even at the end

          18        of the day, in the public hearing.  People were

          19        very emotional and excited.  I thought, this is

          20        almost as good as the puppy mills.  It really

          21        captures -- people are very --

          22                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Passionate.

          23                    MARGARET MINER:  -- passionate on all

          24        sides of the issue.

          25                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Yes.  Right.  The
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           1        public health committee asked DPH to submit

           2        additional material to talk about the public

           3        health benefits of water fluoridation, to speak

           4        to -- there seemed to be quite a bit of testimony

           5        they received about that it's a form of medication

           6        administration, so there seemed to be a lot of

           7        interest in that particular bill.

           8                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.

           9                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Jack, you know, the

          10        FOIA bill is particularly important to me.  It

          11        seems like I talk about this issue every time, and

          12        I just wanted to thank Ellen and DPH for taking

          13        leadership in putting this bill forward.  There's

          14        been a lot of productive discussions around it,

          15        but we wouldn't be having the discussions if Ellen

          16        hadn't taken the lead on that, so I want to say

          17        thanks.

          18                    MARGARET MINER:  Me too.

          19                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Margaret has

          20        raised many good points over the years.

          21                    MARGARET MINER:  One a year.

          22                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  More than that.

          23                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  Thank you

          24        very much.

          25                    MARGARET MINER:  Are we having an
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           1        advisory group?  That's where --

           2                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We're going to get

           3        to that.  We're still on the legislative.

           4                    MARGARET MINER:  Well, this is

           5        legislative and that, so . . .

           6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  Would you

           7        like to go ahead?

           8                    MARGARET MINER:  I was just going to

           9        talk about, if possible, the bill that we all have

          10        discussed with you about improving the approval

          11        process for the water plan.  I was talking with

          12        Nick about that.  I think people agree that it

          13        should be approved, but a question of what's the

          14        right timing for it, and all I can -- I do feel

          15        this is the right time.  I don't know exactly what

          16        will happen with the legislative proposal, so I

          17        had -- it's still alive.  That's all I know

          18        actually know about it.

          19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  I just wanted to

          20        report that Council Member LeVasseur and myself

          21        met with Representative Steinberg, Representative

          22        Hampton, and Representative Mushinsky in January,

          23        and we basically gave them an update in terms of

          24        where we were with the water plan.  It was a very

          25        productive meeting.  And at that point, we talked
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           1        a little bit about legislation, and it seemed to

           2        me at that point that they didn't have any

           3        appetite for doing any legislation.  And it seems

           4        to me, and this is just me talking here, that we

           5        ought to wait until next year and there might be

           6        changes next year.  We haven't hired a consultant

           7        yet.  We might have to -- this is a hypothetical.

           8        We might have to ask for more time.  There might

           9        be a variety of things.  I'd rather go in with one

          10        package, one time.  I have no -- I'm not against

          11        looking at the approval process.  I think we have

          12        to clean it up, but I don't think this is the time

          13        to do it.  I think wait until next year.  I don't

          14        think there's a real urgency to opening up the

          15        water plan this year.  I think there's a lot of

          16        other things that the legislature needs to deal

          17        with.

          18                    MARGARET MINER:  I heard that

          19        presentation of the case also from Nick, very

          20        articulate.  Our feeling is that, as bits of the

          21        plan become known, as legislators change and begin

          22        to take positions on one issue or another, just

          23        doing a straight governance reform, just something

          24        that applies to governance, not the plan, will

          25        start to get mixed up with what's in the plan or
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           1        who's prevailing with whom and which legislators.

           2        I understand -- I do think that this is the right

           3        time to do it, but I can understand that people

           4        don't.  But that's our view, is to get this done

           5        before people have a vested interest in thinking

           6        that one type of approval will favor their side

           7        more than another type of approval.  That was our

           8        thinking.

           9                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Anything?

          10                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  I mean, I

          11        think we felt, when we met with the committee, and

          12        they agreed with us, that there are so many balls

          13        up in the air still, we don't know where we're

          14        going to end up on the consultant issue, we don't

          15        know if we're going to need more time because of

          16        the process, we felt that, and it was the general

          17        consensus, if we were going to come in with a

          18        technical corrections type of thing, that would be

          19        the more appropriate time to do that.  And I think

          20        we'll have a much better sense of that probably by

          21        the end of the summer, and then we can start

          22        working on putting together a comprehensive

          23        technical bill at that juncture so that it's ready

          24        to roll out at the first part of next year's

          25        session.
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           1                    MARGARET MINER:  Obviously, this is --

           2        I appreciate that and that's a pretty good idea.

           3        We'll see what happens.  This is not a point of

           4        deep disagreement.

           5                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  I don't think it

           6        is.  I think we just -- let's see what happens.

           7        We can talk to the legislature and see if they

           8        have an appetite.  I don't want to be up there

           9        fighting with each other over something like this.

          10        I think we have a lot of other things to worry

          11        about.

          12                    MARGARET MINER:  This is not something

          13        we support, but I really haven't been entirely --

          14        I do support it, but I'm not spending hours every

          15        day on it so far.

          16                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Mike?

          17                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  My personal view is

          18        the same as Jack and David on this issue.

          19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Ellen?

          20                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  I think maybe

          21        right now is not the time; there's not an urgency

          22        for it.  I think, also, I hope that we're

          23        thoughtful about any changes we make are not

          24        changes that have the potential to make it harder

          25        to get the statewide water plan finalized and
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           1        approved, and, you know, if we've gone through

           2        this whole process and all the work and all the

           3        people involved, I wouldn't want to be part of

           4        changing a statute that somehow makes it easier

           5        for somebody at the last minute to say, Ah, they

           6        didn't address my concern, therefore the whole

           7        plan is out.

           8                    MARGARET MINER:  That actually exactly

           9        what we're trying to avoid, too.

          10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Any

          11        other legislative matters?  Margaret, any other

          12        legislative matters?

          13                    MARGARET MINER:  We've gotten to about

          14        half of them, but no, no, I can't think of any.

          15                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Do you want to give

          16        a WUCC update?

          17                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Sure.  So, we

          18        hoped we would be farther in the WUCC process.

          19        Lori Matthew did an overview for the State Water

          20        Plan Steering Committee back in November at DEEP.

          21        At that time, we indicated that we were currently

          22        under an RFP process.  We've completed our RFP

          23        process.  We have selected a consultant.  The

          24        consultant who was selected was Milone & MacBroom;

          25        that was done by Commissioner Mullen, in December,
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           1        and we are furiously working to execute a

           2        contract.  I always thought that if you did an

           3        RFP, that was the hard part and then writing the

           4        contract would go so much quicker, because you've

           5        already detailed everything you need and what your

           6        intentions are, and writing the contract has taken

           7        us quite a bit more than we anticipated.  We are

           8        still working to complete that contract execution

           9        process.  We're hoping -- we had hoped to have it

          10        done by February; even with Leap Day, we did not

          11        make that, so hopefully sometime in March, and

          12        then shortly after that, we would probably, you

          13        know, within 30 days, be rolling out the first

          14        convening of the three WUCC areas.

          15                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Any questions?

          16                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Are you finding

          17        lessons learned from the contract-writing process

          18        that might be beneficial when we write a contract

          19        for somebody to do the WUCC plan?

          20                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  We certainly can

          21        share any, you know, general feedback that we can

          22        provide.  Minimizing the transfer of contracts

          23        between State agencies, if that is not a

          24        politically incorrect thing to say, might help.

          25        There are a lot of people with hands in the
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           1        process, so the good part of that is maybe in the

           2        end, you end up with a very tight, well-written

           3        contract.  It just has delayed us, trying to

           4        address items and ensuring that we fully address

           5        them, so . . .

           6                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I would suggest,

           7        Jack, that in writing the contract in the water

           8        plan that some of the same people be involved, to

           9        be able to bring that -- if they've already gotten

          10        this far, it might get us to the final contract.

          11                    BRUCE WITTCHEN:  Just a point of

          12        observation:  The contracting authority, based on

          13        the work the Water Planning Council has done, will

          14        be NEIWPCC, not the State, so the same to-ing and

          15        fro-ing that I think you have referred to, Ellen,

          16        will be absent and won't have the same

          17        considerations as we go forward.  It's not to say

          18        substantively if there are things that come out of

          19        there that you all think are things that should be

          20        paid attention to that they can't follow it in,

          21        but it's going to be a little different process.

          22                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  If I might,

          23        I think also, because it's an RFQ process, there's

          24        a lot more give and take than there is in the RFP

          25        process where they're responding to a specific
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           1        request for proposals, because in the RFQ process,

           2        you end up developing the scope after you've

           3        selected your initial consultant selectee.

           4        There's much more negotiation and give and take

           5        going on before you get to the contractual stage.

           6        That's the other declining difference.

           7                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  The other thing,

           8        if I can --

           9                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Sure.

          10                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  -- I know that we

          11        had a request to have a WUCC update at both the

          12        Water Planning Council monthly meeting and then

          13        the State Water Plan meeting, Steering Committee.

          14        My hope would be that the WUCC update could just

          15        be done during the routine Water Planning Council

          16        meeting.  I think that the State Water Plan

          17        involves more than WUCC planning; it involves lots

          18        of other statewide plans.  If we're going to have

          19        each State agency talk about the plans and their

          20        planning process and how that relates to the State

          21        Water Plan each month, that's something I think we

          22        could talk about the Steering Committee about the

          23        value of.  But defining only the WUCC plan, I

          24        think, puts a focus on the WUCC that is

          25        disproportionate overall to the State Water Plan.
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           1                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I guess I would

           2        disagree with that.  I find it very useful to kind

           3        of reacquaint myself with the WUCC process each

           4        time, and this is one way for me to do that.  I

           5        think people ought to have the same kind of

           6        information on stream flow as well.  I think it's

           7        useful to do that, and I think for -- you know,

           8        certainly for the Steering Committee, those are

           9        people that aren't focused on this on a day-to-day

          10        or weekly basis, so for them to hear WUCC's stream

          11        flow and other things, it helps them kind of

          12        ground themselves in terms of what we're going to

          13        be asking them to do.  Maybe as time goes on,

          14        maybe there's less of a need to do it, but I think

          15        it makes sense to do it in the meantime.  We don't

          16        have to spend a lot of time doing it, but this was

          17        very helpful for me, actually, just hearing you

          18        talk about where you are in the process.

          19                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  So, I would then

          20        offer that we do a WUCC update, Plan of

          21        Conservation and Development update, Stream Flow

          22        update, Municipal Planning update, so that all of

          23        the plans get their opportunity.  I know little

          24        about what the process is for municipal facility

          25        planning and how frequently those plans are
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           1        updated.  The Plan of Conservation and

           2        Development, I think it, too -- I had a First

           3        Selectman from a town recently ask me, Oh, when is

           4        the next update due?  I don't know.  I guess I

           5        would just say maybe it could be a more balanced

           6        approach.

           7                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Start the

           8        process toward the end of this year, and we'll be

           9        concluding it right around the time the statewide

          10        water plan goes up for adoption.  It's a

          11        three-year process to get through a plan that's

          12        good for five years.

          13                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  It would probably

          14        be good for the Steering Committee to hear about

          15        all of them.

          16                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  But I think, again,

          17        there's -- all planning activities throughout the

          18        state, they kind of interrelate; there's no doubt

          19        about that.  One of my concerns that gets

          20        alleviated by having regular updates on strictly

          21        water-related stuff is, I don't want to have the

          22        WUCC plan driving the State Water Plan, so it's a

          23        way of ensuring, for me anyways, that that's not

          24        happening, and so I'm -- again, I'll defer to Jack

          25        on this, but I find it useful to have this on a
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           1        regular basis, and I think members of the public

           2        may as well.

           3                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Yep, I think that

           4        we're agreeing.  I think I'd just like to have the

           5        conversation be a little broader.

           6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Margaret, were you

           7        going to say something?

           8                    MARGARET MINER:  I was going to say,

           9        basically, that I agree with Mike; although if

          10        you're talking about the Plan of Conservation and

          11        Development, at some point you're going to want to

          12        know how their water -- which is quite different

          13        in the last couple of years, how they deal with

          14        water issues, how that fits in with the green

          15        plan.

          16                    But, really, the WUCC process and the

          17        WUCC work and the Stream Flow, as you said, these

          18        are important components of any -- very important

          19        components of any plan that emerges, so I really

          20        also would -- I think people would really benefit

          21        from it, and so I basically hope that Mike's view

          22        will prevail.

          23                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Virginia?

          24                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  One of the concerns

          25        that's come up in the Science and Technical
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           1        Committee is how all these different plans

           2        interrelate, and I think people suspect, at least

           3        some of the current generation of plans, that

           4        there may be contradictory material in one versus

           5        another.

           6                    The question is, then, who or what

           7        agency has the responsibility to making sure

           8        there's consistency, and where there's not, does

           9        the plan of C&D change or does the water plan

          10        change?  Who wins in that if there's a lack of

          11        consistency?  I think that is a fairly substantial

          12        effort, and I don't know if anybody is handling it

          13        at this point.

          14                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  All State

          15        plans are supposed to be reviewed for consistency

          16        with the State Plan of Conservation and

          17        Development.  Any State agency that puts together

          18        a plan, it has to be reviewed for consistency with

          19        the State plan of C&D, and they actually are

          20        required to submit the plans for review.

          21                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That review is done

          22        by OPM?

          23                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Correct.

          24                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That answers the

          25        question of who wins.  You're saying the plan of
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           1        C&D wins.

           2                    What if -- never would happen, but

           3        what if it's determined that something that is in

           4        the plan of C&D is not appropriate and that

           5        something that has come up through the discussions

           6        around the water plan, had that been known when

           7        the plan of C&D was written, it may have been done

           8        differently, does that have to then start a whole

           9        huge rewrite of the C&D?

          10                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  No.  There's

          11        an amendment process for the plan of C&D, both for

          12        the technical changes, which is probably what this

          13        would fall under, and there's also a process in

          14        place for making amendments or changes to the

          15        locational guide map.  So there's a two-tier

          16        amendment process that can be initiated, either by

          17        a request of the continuing committee, or if it's

          18        a technical change, it can be initiated by OPM

          19        itself by filing with the continuing committee.

          20                    You have to understand that, unlike

          21        other State agencies report to one legislative

          22        committee or another that has oversight over their

          23        particular areas, the State Plan of C&D is

          24        actually required to report to a continuing

          25        committee, which is made up of the ranking members
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           1        and chairs of a number of different committees who

           2        sit on them, so they're the ones who actually are

           3        in charge of the whole amendment process and

           4        making the determination.

           5                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Okay.

           6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Yes?

           7                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I'm less concerned

           8        about who wins.  I'm more concerned about sharing

           9        information about where these various planning

          10        efforts are at any given time, and I know that's

          11        not -- it's not easy, because everybody is under

          12        the gun to develop their plans within certain time

          13        frames, and it's hard to do when you're also

          14        trying to keep other people involved in the

          15        process.

          16                    We have this issue internally at DEEP,

          17        where we've got big planning efforts on, like a

          18        revision of the State Solid Waste Management plan

          19        and, similarly, a revision in the Comprehensive

          20        Energy Strategy.  Those affect each other in some

          21        of the decisions that are being made.

          22                    It's not a question of who wins at

          23        this point; it's a question of knowing what the

          24        other entity is doing.  That's one of the reasons

          25        why I think it's important to share on a regular
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           1        basis what we're doing in terms of Stream Flow,

           2        what DPH is doing in terms of WUCCs, and so it's

           3        within what we are doing in terms of State water

           4        planning.

           5                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  And, quite

           6        frankly, the State Water Plan is probably going to

           7        be submitted to OPM for review before the final

           8        draft is put out there.  Traditionally, that's

           9        what we require of All State agencies.  Just

          10        because this is a multi-agency plan doesn't mean

          11        it shouldn't be reviewed for consistency.

          12                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I think what

          13        David's saying there is OPM is the winner.

          14                    MARGARET MINER:  Sounds like it.

          15                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Having said

          16        that, I would like to point out that the group

          17        within OPM that reviews it is the same unit that

          18        has Matt and Bruce and Eric as staff, so it's not

          19        like it's another unit on the other side of the

          20        building working on that.

          21                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  You have

          22        trustworthy people in there.

          23                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Well,

          24        they're involved in both processes, so it's not

          25        foreign to them.
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           1                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Right.

           2                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Very good.

           3        Anything further on that?

           4                       (No response.)

           5                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Betsy, would you

           6        like to update on stream flow?

           7                    DENISE RUZICKA:  Denise.  Stream flow,

           8        where we are is, as you know, what we're doing is

           9        implementing the adopted regulations, and the

          10        first step in the process is the classification.

          11        We're going basin by basin.  There are five major

          12        basins.  If you're asking we are, I'd say we're at

          13        one-and-three-quarters out of five.  We've

          14        approved and finalized classification in the

          15        Thames basin and that sets off a mutation

          16        schedule.  We are in the process of working on the

          17        South Central basin.  We have a FOIA request from

          18        Margaret with regard to information regarding

          19        planned future sources of significant economic

          20        investment.  We need to respond to that, and we

          21        also need to draft responses to comments in order

          22        to get that across the finish line.

          23                    In terms of the remaining three

          24        basins, we hope to do those as one, and we need to

          25        do the geographic mapping process consistent with
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           1        the regulations and start on the interagency

           2        consultation process.  I do not have a time frame

           3        for when we anticipate starting that.

           4                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Any

           5        questions?

           6                       (No response.)

           7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Now

           8        we're back to, anyone on the advisory group have

           9        updates?

          10                    MARGARET MINER:  Bruce, can you help

          11        me?  I was just looking for your notes.  Do we

          12        have any notes from you?

          13                    BRUCE WITTCHEN:  I haven't sent them

          14        out from the last meeting yet.

          15                    MARGARET MINER:  Without his notes,

          16        I'm totally lost.  We did discuss the approval

          17        process, just to say that it was alive somewhere

          18        in the LLB; that has pretty much unanimous backing

          19        in the advisory group.

          20                    We've been working hard to get a

          21        meeting, just to jump to the work groups, of the

          22        Watershed Lands work group, Carrie Manaska

          23        (phonetic) and I are co-chairs, and given the

          24        legislation particularly around Tilcon, and some

          25        others, and the Kendall-Morgan pipeline and the
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           1        MDC reservoir lands, we feel it's very important

           2        to discuss this and perhaps to take a -- a couple

           3        of years ago, we had sort of the -- we raised, in

           4        the advisory group, is there more that we could

           5        do -- and DPH also sent us a memo.  Is there more

           6        that we can do, other than defensively trying to

           7        protect the Class 1 and Class 2 lands, is there

           8        more that we can do in a proactive way to acquire

           9        or protect properties, whether owned by a water

          10        company or not, in drinking water watersheds.

          11                    I think we'll be looking at both the

          12        sort of -- a couple of existing difficult

          13        proposals and really what's a better way, what

          14        might be a good way going forward.

          15                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.

          16                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Just a quick update

          17        from the drought group.

          18                    MARGARET MINER:  Oh, thank you.

          19                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  We had a very

          20        interesting meeting with Steve Heckler, who was

          21        representing the irrigators' association.  He had

          22        prepared four pages of notes on the plan as it

          23        existed.  A lot of it was discussion of

          24        explanation of why it was the way it was, but he

          25        caught some things, just wording, that the way he
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           1        read it was different than had been intended.  So

           2        it was very helpful to have his input.  The place

           3        we're at at the moment is that -- meetings that we

           4        have get very talky and very philosophical, so to

           5        actually get something done, Eric Lindquist and I

           6        are going to be getting together this week to go

           7        through his comments, integrate those that we

           8        think are appropriate, respond to him on the ones

           9        that -- explaining why -- if we don't incorporate

          10        something, explaining why we don't, or just

          11        putting in the background of how we got there.

          12                    Then when we've done that, we'll send

          13        a copy to him so that he can see what we've done

          14        and then also send a clean copy to the whole group

          15        to basically say, This is our final draft and

          16        speak now or forever hold your peace, and be able

          17        to finalize it and get it to the advisory group

          18        and then to you folks for approval.

          19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Excellent.  Anybody

          20        else from the public wish to address us today?

          21                       (No response.)

          22                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Our next meeting

          23        for the Steering Committee will be April 5th, and

          24        the next Water Planning Council will be May 3rd.

          25        FYI.  Motion to adjourn?
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           1                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  So moved.

           2                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Second.

           3                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  All in favor?

           4                    THE COUNCIL:  Aye.

           5                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you very

           6        much.

           7

           8              (Meeting adjourned at 2:40 p.m.)
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           1   STATE OF CONNECTICUT  )
                                     )  SS.
           2   COUNTY OF HARTFORD    )

           3

           4              I, Ann W. Friedman, License No. 91, a notary

           5   public for the State of Connecticut, do hereby certify

           6   that the above meeting was taken before me at the Public

           7   Utilities Regulatory Authority, 10 Franklin Square, New

           8   Britain, Connecticut, on Tuesday, March, 1, 2016,

           9   commencing at 1:33 p.m.

          10              I further certify that the proceeding was

          11   stenographically reported by me and subsequently

          12   transcribed as hereinbefore appears; that this is a true

          13   record to the best of my ability.

          14              I further certify that I am not related to the

          15   parties hereto or their counsel, and that I am not in any

          16   way interested in the event of said cause.

          17              Dated this 16th day of March, 2016.
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 1                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We'll call the
 2        meeting of the Water Planning Council for Tuesday,
 3        March 1st, 2016 to order.  The first order of
 4        business will be the approval of the January 5th,
 5        2016 minutes, which have been mailed out to you.
 6                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  I make a
 7        motion that they be approved.
 8                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We have a motion.
 9        Could we hear a second?
10                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Second.
11                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Motion made that
12        the minutes of the January 5th, 2016 Water
13        Planning Council meeting be approved.  Any
14        questions or comments?
15                       (No response.)
16                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  If not, all in
17        favor signify by saying aye.
18                    THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We're trying to get
20        NEIWPCC on the line for a report from Susan; see
21        when hear from her.  So we'll move down to the
22        discussion of the appointment of David Sutherland,
23        of the Nature Conservancy, to the Steering
24        Committee.  Mr. Sullivan, would you like to say a
25        few words?
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 1                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Thanks, Jack, yeah.
 2        When we had the discussion about adding the MDC to
 3        the Steering Committee, which was a really great
 4        decision, I think, and I think we're all pretty
 5        happy that they agreed do that.  This increase in
 6        the Steering Committee happened before I took over
 7        my current role, but in addition to MDC, the other
 8        entity that we were at the time pretty interested
 9        in having on the Steering Committee was the Nature
10        Conservancy, and so I took one more -- since we
11        were adding the MDC, I took one more run -- I
12        figured it couldn't hurt to take one more run at
13        the Nature Conservancy and see if they were
14        interested in participating in the Steering
15        Committee.  I talked to David Sutherland and he
16        was enthusiastic about doing that.  He's not here
17        today, but he's been coming to the Water Planning
18        Council meetings and the Steering Committee
19        meetings, and so I thought since they were
20        interested in doing that, I thought it would be a
21        good move to add them to the Steering Committee as
22        well.
23                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Do you want to make
24        that motion?
25                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  And I so move.
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 1                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Second.
 2                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Great.  Moved and
 3        seconded that David Sutherland, representing the
 4        Nature Conservancy, be appointed to the Steering
 5        Committee.  Any questions?
 6                       (No response.)
 7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  If not, signify by
 8        saying aye.
 9                    THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  David Sutherland is
11        appointed to the Steering Committee, and we will
12        let him know.
13                    The website update, David?
14                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  There really
15        isn't anything new to report, so I gave Eric
16        permission to stay back at the ranch.
17                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  It's moving along
18        very nicely.
19                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Yeah, it's
20        moving along.
21                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  We're going
22        to move over to legislative matters while we're
23        waiting, again, for NEIWPCC.  Margaret, do you
24        want to give us the proposed amendment to the Land
25        Conveyance Act?
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 1                    MARGARET MINER:  Sure.  Most of you
 2        know about the Tilcon bill and proposal.
 3                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Come right up here.
 4        This is your usual spot.
 5                    MARGARET MINER:  I don't want to sit
 6        with my back to people.  So, you're familiar with
 7        the proposal SB 300; it's very similar to the one
 8        that came in 2008, 2007, 2008.  A New Britain
 9        water company would like to lease 131 acres to
10        Tilcon, adjacent to an existing Tilcon quarry in
11        Plainville.  The project would be for rock mining,
12        which in the end, and even a little bit in the
13        process, could be used to create a reservoir.
14                    The plan would be to create a
15        reservoir that would be, with a little agitation,
16        suitable for storage as water supply.  Of the
17        131 acres, about 100 are water Class 2, and of
18        that 100, Class 1 is about 90, so 10 acres, I can
19        confirm it, or maybe 20, I forget, but the smaller
20        part, and the rest of it is Class 2.  The idea is,
21        this contains somewhat more proposed buffers, and
22        after 30 or 40 years, donations of some open space
23        to Plainville; Southington, I think, may be one
24        other.
25                    I met with, at CFE -- is Rachel here?
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 1        CFE and River Slides, met with, down in New
 2        Britain, Erin Stewart and Tilcon, Jay Malcynsky.
 3        And I guess the, for us, rock mining and Class 1
 4        and Class 2 remains just an extraordinarily
 5        questionable idea and a very bad precedent.  We
 6        discussed whether there was a need, and if there
 7        was a need, how well would the reservoir suit that
 8        as compared to other arrangements.  They felt that
 9        it could serve a regional purpose, they felt that
10        DPH had expressed an interest in another
11        surface-water reservoir in that region, but the
12        bottom line was that I said we can't support it.
13        We just sent out an alert, and I left a message
14        for Jay, that we toned it down maybe from last
15        time, and in the context of water planning, that's
16        where a regional plant or the creation of a new
17        reservoir should be.  I think CFE also has sent
18        out one or two alerts, and that bill is -- so
19        we'll see what happens.
20                    The proposed amendment to the Land
21        Conveyance Act -- well, this was the
22        constitutional amendment that's proposed, so that
23        the constitutional amendment would provide --
24        would make it more difficult for municipalities or
25        individuals to request to get State-owned parks,
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 1        State-owned open space, and that bill was in
 2        environment committee, and I think it was fairly
 3        well received, partly because many of the people
 4        who testified, and I think the Water Works
 5        Association also testified in favor, said that we
 6        had tried for two years, talking to everybody, to
 7        find some other way, other than a constitutional
 8        amendment, to provide more secure protections for
 9        these lands, particularly, of course, drinking
10        water, watershed lands, but almost all our state
11        parks and open space preserves do protect water
12        resources, so the -- I guess we'll see what
13        happens.  There was fairly broad support for it.
14        We have been to agencies, we've been to the AG's
15        office, we've been to legislators and back around
16        again several times and unable to find another
17        means.
18                    The constitutional amendment would
19        require that the bill -- well, the language isn't
20        quite what the advocates had hoped for; in fact,
21        it was kind of messed up in places.  But the goal
22        is that if you want to transfer, convey out a
23        piece of State land for some other use, it should
24        be in a stand-alone bill, it should have a public
25        hearing environment, it should have a public
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 1        hearing or informational meeting in the town in
 2        which it's -- in which the conveyance is proposed,
 3        because often the local people themselves aren't
 4        aware of the conveyance and sometimes it isn't
 5        widely known in the town, and then it would
 6        require a two-thirds vote of the legislature, as
 7        opposed to a simple majority, to pass a conveyance
 8        after these hearings and so forth.  It's somewhat
 9        similar to what's done in New York state, assuming
10        this is the language we get, which I'm not sure.
11        Except in New York state, I think you have to go
12        two years, have a vote in two consecutive years,
13        in order to get a piece of State land.
14                    Is Gil here?  Are you going to
15        comment, Gil?
16                    At any rate, I did e-mail Jay
17        Malcynsky, just as I came here, and said, I
18        couldn't do much for you, but, you know, in terms
19        of regional planning, it might be something to
20        look at.  I don't like to people to get a
21        surprise, like a horrible e-mail that comes out
22        the next day saying, "Opposed."
23                    I ran into Nick yesterday, we were
24        talking a bit about maybe what Ellen is going to
25        talk about, and he said -- there's no question,
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 1        I've asked DPH a few times.  The DPH bill that
 2        provides for build-out water systems, it's very
 3        hard to follow it.  I sent a long memo to Lori and
 4        to you, Jack, and then I said, Oh, I should have
 5        really sent it to Nick.
 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  You sent it to
 7        Lori.
 8                    MARGARET MINER:  I did send it to
 9        Lori.  It's very hard to follow.  But two legal
10        questions that I've posed, and said maybe we could
11        sit down with a DPH lawyer sometime and sort it
12        out, is, one, this bill references ECA's exclusive
13        service areas as pursuant to whatever it is G, the
14        WUCC law.
15                    The first question is:  What if it is
16        an inclusive service area established some other
17        way; a charter or whatever?  But, also, I haven't
18        been able -- I'm not clear at what point an
19        exclusive service area becomes an inclusive area
20        under this statute.  My reading is that it's when
21        you have an approved regional plan, which there's
22        one at this point, in the process of revision.
23        I'm not sure that's what DPH thinks.
24                    I did have some minutes that were sent
25        up in connection with a proposed aquarian
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 1        diversion down there, sort of outlining how the
 2        ESAs are changed kind of spontaneously, or at
 3        least with apparent improvised government.  But I
 4        don't really know DPH's position.  If you're
 5        referring to an ESA under this statute, when is
 6        that, that it becomes an official ESA?  Because
 7        under the statute, they're only the ones with the
 8        single-approved look.
 9                    Another question I had is -- and I
10        asked Lori and she said she didn't know.  This is
11        another area we thought maybe we should speak to
12        lawyer.  Are ESAs enforceable?  I said, Is it more
13        or less enforceable than a water supply plan,
14        which I gather is not -- in many respects, not
15        really enforceable under current law, but you can
16        address that.
17                    I was just trying to get a sense, with
18        the effort going into WUCCs, at the importance of
19        ESAs there.  Is it something that could be
20        enforced, you know, the WUCC regional plan, after
21        we get it, with all its component ESAs, or not?
22        So, we're looking at legislation that refers to
23        ESAs and regional plans.  Those were two legal
24        questions that I just am not clear on what the
25        answers are.
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 1                    There's some other legislation on MDC
 2        in Bloomfield and some other things, but is that
 3        enough?
 4                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  What's going on
 5        with MDC in Bloomfield?
 6                    MARGARET MINER:  Well, you've probably
 7        heard about it.
 8                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  I didn't realize
 9        there was legislation.
10                    MARGARET MINER:  Yeah, there's
11        supposed to be -- have you seen anything?  I
12        haven't.  I understand there's language going
13        around.
14                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  In legislation.
15                    MARGARET MINER:  Okay.  I understand
16        there's language going around, and this is my
17        understanding, when the two --
18                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Is this about the
19        Niagara bonding plant?
20                    MARGARET MINER:  Yes.  The two
21        legislators from the Bloomfield area, Beth Bye and
22        David Baram, both want to introduce some kind of
23        legislation.  At one point, there was talk of
24        their having a joint bill; now, I think they may
25        be separate bills.  There's nothing up on the
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 1        website yet.  Some people have seen some language,
 2        but I have trouble getting them to explain what
 3        they saw.
 4                    What David Baram originally intended
 5        was something that would address land-use process
 6        in towns, and the gist of it would be that in a
 7        land-use application to Wetlands or Planning &
 8        Zoning, if there is a intended owner, and I
 9        suppose you'd have to say in some kind of
10        agreement, maybe, and an intended use of the
11        property, that has to be revealed to the land-use
12        commission.  This legislation would no longer have
13        that you can use the developer or the engineer to
14        come in and say, "I'm applying on behalf of a real
15        estate owner here and we want a commercial
16        building this big."  You can go through, we'll
17        have a WUCC bill, and it happens other times, you
18        can go through a long way without the use owner
19        being revealed.  In fact, in Bloomfield, if they
20        hadn't been also trying to vote on the tax
21        abatement, it might have gone further without
22        people realizing what happened.  So that was David
23        Baram's interest.
24                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  That's SB 328, the
25        first one you talked about.
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 1                    MARGARET MINER:  And that's up?
 2                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Yes.
 3                    MARGARET MINER:  Okay.  So you can
 4        tell us what's in it.
 5                    I wanted to address pricing.  You
 6        know, they have anti-conservation pricing,
 7        discounts for large-volume users, and protection
 8        of residents, which can be a little tricky,
 9        because, you know, protection of residents in
10        times of a water shortage, that residents would
11        get priority over, let's say, commercial users; of
12        course, there are conditions, you know, hospitals,
13        different things.  Someone pointed out to me this
14        morning that the hospitals, nonprofit hospitals,
15        aren't getting the discount rate on water.  And
16        how to do that.  I think that was a couple of
17        things Beth Bye was looking at that she felt
18        should be approved in the deal made between
19        Niagara and MDC.
20                    Alicea is more in touch with this than
21        I am.  Alicea has been at more of the meetings.
22        Which number is it?
23                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  SB 328 was the bill
24        that addresses public notice on the land use.
25                    MARGARET MINER:  Okay.  So, I missed
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 1        that.
 2                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I haven't seen the
 3        language on the bill.
 4                    MARGARET MINER:  I've just heard that
 5        there's language out there; I haven't seen
 6        anything.  Alicea is our expert on that.
 7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Would you like to
 8        add anything, Alicea?
 9                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  Not at this time.
10        Like I said, I'm not aware of the --
11                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Work in progress?
12                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I haven't seen
13        legislation or any of the language.
14                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Counselor?
15                    BART HALLORAN:  Yes.  I'm Bart
16        Halloran, from the MDC.  We haven't seen any
17        language from Senator Bye's bill; we've had
18        several meetings with her.
19                    The issue that we have on the
20        large-user discount is that, as we were going
21        through the process, we discovered that virtually
22        every other water company in the state of
23        Connecticut has a large-volume discount.
24                    If a bill is proposed that just limits
25        the MDC from offering a large-volume discount,
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 1        what you effectively do is put the Hartford region
 2        at a competitive disadvantage at a time where
 3        commercial use of water has decreased very
 4        dramatically in the Hartford area, from roughly
 5        17 million gallons a day to approximately
 6        2 million.  Now, a lot of that is because of good
 7        reasons, of reuse of water by companies that
 8        recirculate it; it's not just all abandonment of
 9        the Hartford area by businesses, so a lot of that
10        is conservation.
11                    But if you're just going to -- as you
12        all know, I'm sure, the MDC's rates have risen
13        rather dramatically because of the clean water
14        project, in which there's a surcharge on water
15        use, which is almost equal to the base charge now.
16                    The declining amounts of water used,
17        because it's a nonprofit, has led to increased
18        cost, too, which does create difficulty for a lot
19        of our urban and poor residential users.  So, the
20        MDC makes no secret about it, that they wish to
21        sell more water, and particularly the area of
22        commercial use is something that appears to be a
23        likely candidate for growth.
24                    So the idea of a large-volume
25        discount -- and I would point out the MDC's
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 1        large-volume discount takes it from 2.70 to 2.20
 2        over 500,000 gallons, and it, frankly, applies to
 3        nobody right now.  The hospitals and the rest
 4        don't quite get to the 500,000.  The idea of it
 5        was to attract new business into the area, and
 6        Niagara's one of those new businesses.  So, that's
 7        what the MDC board was thinking when it adopted
 8        this, and I would just hope that any legislation,
 9        if it's going to affect those type of discounts,
10        doesn't have a disproportionate effect on the
11        Hartford area.
12                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  So, I don't think
13        that what Margaret said -- and like I said, I
14        haven't seen the language, but I know possibly
15        where they're going with it, it doesn't address
16        the large-volume discount; however, I know there
17        are a lot of MDC customers who are interested in
18        doing that.  It has more to do with the fact that
19        you're incentivizing large-volume users without
20        protection of the majority of the customers, so
21        the MDC is relying on the triggers in the drought
22        plan, which would cut back on large -- on
23        industrial users at 10 percent capacity, and
24        that's what a lot of MDC customers and
25        environmental advocates have issue with.
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 1                    So, I think what they're thinking of
 2        addressing is the fact that those triggers are so
 3        low for such a large-volume user, there could be a
 4        crisis for all other customers, because Niagara
 5        has had a history of continuing to use the
 6        capacity that they have the rights to when all
 7        other customers are asked to conserve water
 8        because water is -- because there have been
 9        regions of drought.  And, actually, there was a
10        community that almost had to pay Niagara
11        $4 million because they were fighting for their
12        own water.
13                    BART HALLORAN:  I would just point out
14        that in the case of the MDC, that scenario is
15        extraordinarily unlikely, given the amount of
16        water that the MDC has.  So, I mean, the -- I
17        certainly understand the concerns.  The way the
18        triggers are in the water plans probably do merit
19        some looking at, but in particular to think that
20        there's going to be a problem for residential
21        users in this particular case, I think, is
22        stretching it a bit.
23                    ALICEA CHARAMUT:  I just want to say
24        that I don't think this is never going to happen
25        is an acceptable answer.
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 1                    MARGARET MINER:  I was just going to
 2        say with this application, as with MDC application
 3        to UConn, but it's not an MDC issue, we also
 4        raised it with Torrington, when a water company
 5        makes it very clear they have lots of extra water
 6        and when there are dry streams below empowerment,
 7        this happened with Torrington Water, we argued,
 8        and in that case, did get some concessions, to put
 9        some of that water down into the streams, at least
10        while you're just sitting there with it.
11                    The two dry streams in this case are
12        the east branch of the Farmington and the Nepaug
13        River.
14                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Just a quick
15        question.  You were saying that the other large
16        utilities have large-volume discounts as well.  Do
17        they also have a 10 percent trigger; do you know?
18                    BART HALLORAN:  I don't know their
19        water plans.  I can certainly get that
20        information, though.
21                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Anything else on
22        this subject?  I guess this is, again, a work in
23        progress.  I'm sure you'll be monitoring the State
24        Capitol and you'll be reporting back to us.
25                    Do we have NEIWPCC on the line?  And
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 1        we'll come back to legislation, Margaret.  Jane?
 2        It's Jack and the council.  Would you like to give
 3        us an update on --
 4                    JANE CERASO:  I can't really hear
 5        anything?
 6                (Off-the-record discussion.)
 7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Could you give an
 8        update to the council on the RFQ, please,
 9        selection process?
10                    JANE CERASO:  Yes, absolutely.  So,
11        we're not yet in the selection process, because
12        the RFQ is still open until one o'clock on this
13        Friday, March 4th.  I have not received any
14        questions.  Today was the day I was supposed to
15        pose answers to the questions, but I did not
16        receive any on the RFQ, so I don't know if that's
17        a good sign or a bad sign, or maybe everybody's so
18        busy preparing the multitude of documents they
19        have to prepare that they didn't really have time
20        for questions.  And it is an RFQ, which is less
21        ambiguous, or maybe more ambiguous, than an RFT
22        would be, so maybe questions wouldn't necessarily
23        follow.
24                    Our plan, and I spoke to Tom Callahan
25        yesterday about this, our plan is when those
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 1        RFQ -- when the RFQ timeline closes on Friday, I
 2        will go in and get a copy of everything that has
 3        been submitted and then let everybody know what
 4        the results are.  And then we were hoping to have
 5        a conversation with the subcommittee that's
 6        working on this early next week to talk about the
 7        evaluation process and how we want to move forward
 8        with, hopefully, an acceptable number of
 9        responses.
10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Any
11        questions?  It seems to be moving along very
12        nicely.  Actually, thank you.  I know that you had
13        some pretty tight deadlines that you've been
14        meeting and we appreciate that, so . . .
15                    JANE CERASO:  I did submit, and I
16        believe it's been forwarded to you folks, the
17        first two monthly reports in our agreement.
18                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Yes.
19                    JANE CERASO:  We promised to do
20        monthly reports, and then at the end of the
21        quarter, there will be a financial report that
22        just details what's been spent to date.  We didn't
23        spend too much on advertising.  I had to pay
24        New England Water Works to post the RFQ; I believe
25        everything else was free.  And I think it's been
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 1        distributed pretty widely.  Has anybody heard any
 2        buzz about it on the streets?
 3                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Have you?
 4                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  No, but I haven't
 5        been on the street.
 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  Anybody in
 7        the audience heard anything?
 8                    UNIDENTIFIED PERSON:  You're assuming
 9        we've been on the street, Jack.
10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  I'm
11        presuming you haven't been on the street, so . . .
12        Okay.  Thank you.
13                    JANE CERASO:  Okay.
14                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We'll look forward
15        to more reports.
16                    JANE CERASO:  Absolutely.
17                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you so much.
18        Okay.  Back to the legislation.  Were you going to
19        respond to Margaret?
20                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  I can go over the
21        DPH legislative proposal.
22                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Why don't you do
23        that.  You're testifying, as you speak, right,
24        tomorrow?
25                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Tomorrow.  DPH has
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 1        three bills that we've proposed, and I will say,
 2        Margaret, you broke my heart a little, because I
 3        thought 52-63 would be the first one you would
 4        talk about, which is DPH's proposed changes to the
 5        Freedom of Information Act, trying to make it a
 6        more simplified process, trying to make it clear
 7        when information that has a security component
 8        must be held secure, held confidential, and then
 9        trying to be more clear about information that's
10        needed for water supply planning, that it could be
11        made available to the public.  That bill was -- a
12        public hearing was held on it last week, on the
13        24th.  Commissioner Pino testified on it while I
14        was there, at the hearing; he did not receive any
15        questions about that.
16                    We are very appreciative of the
17        support we got from our other agencies on the
18        Water Planning Council.  The Department of
19        Administrative Services is the one who works with
20        DPH when we get FOI requests to make sure that
21        we're adhering to the statute as it currently
22        exists.  And I think we're continuing -- I know
23        that Lori attended a meeting yesterday with
24        representatives of both the water industry and
25        environmental groups, and then the State agencies
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 1        are trying to ensure that we're all on the same
 2        page.
 3                    MARGARET MINER:  Sorry about that.  I
 4        think my brain overloaded on that one.  We've been
 5        working on it straight for a few hours.  We were
 6        working on language yesterday.  David Sutherland
 7        has been extremely helpful in trying to find
 8        language and clarify language and find common
 9        ground.  I don't know if Shelly Green is here,
10        from Nature Conservancy, but there's some draft
11        language going around.  I hope to be able, at the
12        end of the day, to have a draft that's close
13        enough -- likely to be language that's proposed,
14        close enough, that I can send to my board and say,
15        Here it is, here's what it does, here's what it
16        doesn't do, what do you think?  I hope to be able
17        to do that at the end of the afternoon today.
18                    I do thank DPH and DEEP and the
19        Connecticut Water Works Association for taking up
20        this issue and giving it some serious attention.
21                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  So, other bills
22        that DPH has proposed is Senate Bill 288, an act
23        concerning of the Department of Public Health's
24        recommendations on expansion and construction of
25        water systems.  And this is the CPCN, the
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 1        Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity.
 2        It's a process that DPH and PURA conduct jointly
 3        when a new public water system is created.
 4                    The purpose of the changes in this
 5        legislation are really to ensure that there isn't
 6        a duplication of the work that PURA's doing versus
 7        the work that DPH is doing.  I think since 2008,
 8        we've averaged about 3 CPCN requests in any given
 9        year.  There's $100 fee charged to the applicant
10        for processing the review of it.
11                    And, yes, so to the extent that an ESA
12        provider has been identified and we do -- we've
13        always recognized the WUCCs, the four regions that
14        did convene WUCCs.  We have accepted their WUCC
15        plans.  Although they have not gone through the
16        formal approval process, we have recognized their
17        designations.  Certainly under CPCN, it would be
18        DPH's expectation that where an ESA provider has
19        been identified, that the ultimate owner of the
20        system would be the ESA holder.
21                    So, I don't know if that answers all
22        of Margaret's questions.  The proposal is just
23        about trying to streamline the process, so that
24        PURA looks at the financial side of it and DPH
25        looks at the more technical, construction, source
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 1        of supply, quality of water, so just sort of
 2        trying to clarify the roles.
 3                    MARGARET MINER:  I did think that a
 4        sheet explaining what the different -- what
 5        some -- other than some of the beginning I got,
 6        but I found it hard to follow different sections,
 7        because there are four different, I think,
 8        definitions of water company referenced in the
 9        bill, and they're sort of exceptions.  I just
10        found it very hard to follow.
11                    I'm still concerned that -- I mean, if
12        the official creation of an ESA is an
13        identification or a recognition by DPH in some
14        formal manner, or even informal, it would be very
15        helpful if that was somewhere explained,
16        because -- and to some extent, the significance,
17        like, does it mean as, let's say, Heritage Water
18        claims, that no one buying water in that ESA can
19        buy from anyone else; they have to go first to the
20        ESA holder.  Is that what it means?  That's what
21        they're telling people in Oxford.
22                    It just seems so -- it's hard to pin
23        down the exact moment at which an ESA is
24        identified, and let's say they're, I don't know,
25        50 members that might be affected, but only three
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 1        are in the room when the ESA is created, does that
 2        make a difference?  I'm just very -- I just would
 3        love a more sort of definitive line or document or
 4        something from DPH that says, Yeah, this is an ESA
 5        and this is what an ESA does.
 6                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  So, I think the
 7        ESAs are defined in the statute, but probably
 8        adding to the confusion is the infrequency with
 9        which we even do a CPCN.  Since 2008, to have done
10        probably less than two dozen of them, may add to
11        sort of the -- it seems like every time we do it,
12        it's the first time all over again.
13                    MARGARET MINER:  We can talk about
14        that more later, if it's clear or if there would
15        be benefit in making it more clear.
16                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Yep.  And the
17        intent of this was not to review the ESA process
18        or the -- the intent of this was really just to
19        streamline the work between the two agencies, so
20        it doesn't answer the question, but --
21                    MARGARET MINER:  The only reason -- I
22        sort of had the impression that that's good, and
23        then I thought, really, it's up to PURA and DPH on
24        this.  But the references in cases where there's
25        an ESA, all those cases, I thought, which cases
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 1        are those?  How many ESAs do we have that are
 2        official?  And that's why the question kept coming
 3        up.
 4                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Okay.  And then
 5        the third bill that DPH raised is 53-50, around
 6        fluoridation of public water supplies; that one,
 7        the hearing was also held on the 24th.  The
 8        commissioner did get a lot of questions about the
 9        fluoridation bill.  Pretty much, the proposal is
10        to adopt the HHS recently recommended range.  In
11        Connecticut, we've been, since 1965, fluoridating
12        our water.  We've used a range that went from .8
13        to 1.2.  The new HHS recommendation, I believe, is
14        .7 to 1.2, and so we're looking to follow that
15        guidance.
16                    MARGARET MINER:  I'm smiling because I
17        provided the liveliest testimony, even at the end
18        of the day, in the public hearing.  People were
19        very emotional and excited.  I thought, this is
20        almost as good as the puppy mills.  It really
21        captures -- people are very --
22                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Passionate.
23                    MARGARET MINER:  -- passionate on all
24        sides of the issue.
25                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Yes.  Right.  The
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 1        public health committee asked DPH to submit
 2        additional material to talk about the public
 3        health benefits of water fluoridation, to speak
 4        to -- there seemed to be quite a bit of testimony
 5        they received about that it's a form of medication
 6        administration, so there seemed to be a lot of
 7        interest in that particular bill.
 8                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.
 9                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  Jack, you know, the
10        FOIA bill is particularly important to me.  It
11        seems like I talk about this issue every time, and
12        I just wanted to thank Ellen and DPH for taking
13        leadership in putting this bill forward.  There's
14        been a lot of productive discussions around it,
15        but we wouldn't be having the discussions if Ellen
16        hadn't taken the lead on that, so I want to say
17        thanks.
18                    MARGARET MINER:  Me too.
19                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Margaret has
20        raised many good points over the years.
21                    MARGARET MINER:  One a year.
22                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  More than that.
23                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  Thank you
24        very much.
25                    MARGARET MINER:  Are we having an
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 1        advisory group?  That's where --
 2                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  We're going to get
 3        to that.  We're still on the legislative.
 4                    MARGARET MINER:  Well, this is
 5        legislative and that, so . . .
 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Okay.  Would you
 7        like to go ahead?
 8                    MARGARET MINER:  I was just going to
 9        talk about, if possible, the bill that we all have
10        discussed with you about improving the approval
11        process for the water plan.  I was talking with
12        Nick about that.  I think people agree that it
13        should be approved, but a question of what's the
14        right timing for it, and all I can -- I do feel
15        this is the right time.  I don't know exactly what
16        will happen with the legislative proposal, so I
17        had -- it's still alive.  That's all I know
18        actually know about it.
19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  I just wanted to
20        report that Council Member LeVasseur and myself
21        met with Representative Steinberg, Representative
22        Hampton, and Representative Mushinsky in January,
23        and we basically gave them an update in terms of
24        where we were with the water plan.  It was a very
25        productive meeting.  And at that point, we talked
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 1        a little bit about legislation, and it seemed to
 2        me at that point that they didn't have any
 3        appetite for doing any legislation.  And it seems
 4        to me, and this is just me talking here, that we
 5        ought to wait until next year and there might be
 6        changes next year.  We haven't hired a consultant
 7        yet.  We might have to -- this is a hypothetical.
 8        We might have to ask for more time.  There might
 9        be a variety of things.  I'd rather go in with one
10        package, one time.  I have no -- I'm not against
11        looking at the approval process.  I think we have
12        to clean it up, but I don't think this is the time
13        to do it.  I think wait until next year.  I don't
14        think there's a real urgency to opening up the
15        water plan this year.  I think there's a lot of
16        other things that the legislature needs to deal
17        with.
18                    MARGARET MINER:  I heard that
19        presentation of the case also from Nick, very
20        articulate.  Our feeling is that, as bits of the
21        plan become known, as legislators change and begin
22        to take positions on one issue or another, just
23        doing a straight governance reform, just something
24        that applies to governance, not the plan, will
25        start to get mixed up with what's in the plan or
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 1        who's prevailing with whom and which legislators.
 2        I understand -- I do think that this is the right
 3        time to do it, but I can understand that people
 4        don't.  But that's our view, is to get this done
 5        before people have a vested interest in thinking
 6        that one type of approval will favor their side
 7        more than another type of approval.  That was our
 8        thinking.
 9                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Anything?
10                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  I mean, I
11        think we felt, when we met with the committee, and
12        they agreed with us, that there are so many balls
13        up in the air still, we don't know where we're
14        going to end up on the consultant issue, we don't
15        know if we're going to need more time because of
16        the process, we felt that, and it was the general
17        consensus, if we were going to come in with a
18        technical corrections type of thing, that would be
19        the more appropriate time to do that.  And I think
20        we'll have a much better sense of that probably by
21        the end of the summer, and then we can start
22        working on putting together a comprehensive
23        technical bill at that juncture so that it's ready
24        to roll out at the first part of next year's
25        session.
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 1                    MARGARET MINER:  Obviously, this is --
 2        I appreciate that and that's a pretty good idea.
 3        We'll see what happens.  This is not a point of
 4        deep disagreement.
 5                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  I don't think it
 6        is.  I think we just -- let's see what happens.
 7        We can talk to the legislature and see if they
 8        have an appetite.  I don't want to be up there
 9        fighting with each other over something like this.
10        I think we have a lot of other things to worry
11        about.
12                    MARGARET MINER:  This is not something
13        we support, but I really haven't been entirely --
14        I do support it, but I'm not spending hours every
15        day on it so far.
16                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Mike?
17                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  My personal view is
18        the same as Jack and David on this issue.
19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Ellen?
20                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  I think maybe
21        right now is not the time; there's not an urgency
22        for it.  I think, also, I hope that we're
23        thoughtful about any changes we make are not
24        changes that have the potential to make it harder
25        to get the statewide water plan finalized and
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 1        approved, and, you know, if we've gone through
 2        this whole process and all the work and all the
 3        people involved, I wouldn't want to be part of
 4        changing a statute that somehow makes it easier
 5        for somebody at the last minute to say, Ah, they
 6        didn't address my concern, therefore the whole
 7        plan is out.
 8                    MARGARET MINER:  That actually exactly
 9        what we're trying to avoid, too.
10                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Any
11        other legislative matters?  Margaret, any other
12        legislative matters?
13                    MARGARET MINER:  We've gotten to about
14        half of them, but no, no, I can't think of any.
15                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Do you want to give
16        a WUCC update?
17                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Sure.  So, we
18        hoped we would be farther in the WUCC process.
19        Lori Matthew did an overview for the State Water
20        Plan Steering Committee back in November at DEEP.
21        At that time, we indicated that we were currently
22        under an RFP process.  We've completed our RFP
23        process.  We have selected a consultant.  The
24        consultant who was selected was Milone & MacBroom;
25        that was done by Commissioner Mullen, in December,
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 1        and we are furiously working to execute a
 2        contract.  I always thought that if you did an
 3        RFP, that was the hard part and then writing the
 4        contract would go so much quicker, because you've
 5        already detailed everything you need and what your
 6        intentions are, and writing the contract has taken
 7        us quite a bit more than we anticipated.  We are
 8        still working to complete that contract execution
 9        process.  We're hoping -- we had hoped to have it
10        done by February; even with Leap Day, we did not
11        make that, so hopefully sometime in March, and
12        then shortly after that, we would probably, you
13        know, within 30 days, be rolling out the first
14        convening of the three WUCC areas.
15                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Any questions?
16                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Are you finding
17        lessons learned from the contract-writing process
18        that might be beneficial when we write a contract
19        for somebody to do the WUCC plan?
20                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  We certainly can
21        share any, you know, general feedback that we can
22        provide.  Minimizing the transfer of contracts
23        between State agencies, if that is not a
24        politically incorrect thing to say, might help.
25        There are a lot of people with hands in the
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 1        process, so the good part of that is maybe in the
 2        end, you end up with a very tight, well-written
 3        contract.  It just has delayed us, trying to
 4        address items and ensuring that we fully address
 5        them, so . . .
 6                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  I would suggest,
 7        Jack, that in writing the contract in the water
 8        plan that some of the same people be involved, to
 9        be able to bring that -- if they've already gotten
10        this far, it might get us to the final contract.
11                    BRUCE WITTCHEN:  Just a point of
12        observation:  The contracting authority, based on
13        the work the Water Planning Council has done, will
14        be NEIWPCC, not the State, so the same to-ing and
15        fro-ing that I think you have referred to, Ellen,
16        will be absent and won't have the same
17        considerations as we go forward.  It's not to say
18        substantively if there are things that come out of
19        there that you all think are things that should be
20        paid attention to that they can't follow it in,
21        but it's going to be a little different process.
22                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  If I might,
23        I think also, because it's an RFQ process, there's
24        a lot more give and take than there is in the RFP
25        process where they're responding to a specific
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 1        request for proposals, because in the RFQ process,
 2        you end up developing the scope after you've
 3        selected your initial consultant selectee.
 4        There's much more negotiation and give and take
 5        going on before you get to the contractual stage.
 6        That's the other declining difference.
 7                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  The other thing,
 8        if I can --
 9                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Sure.
10                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  -- I know that we
11        had a request to have a WUCC update at both the
12        Water Planning Council monthly meeting and then
13        the State Water Plan meeting, Steering Committee.
14        My hope would be that the WUCC update could just
15        be done during the routine Water Planning Council
16        meeting.  I think that the State Water Plan
17        involves more than WUCC planning; it involves lots
18        of other statewide plans.  If we're going to have
19        each State agency talk about the plans and their
20        planning process and how that relates to the State
21        Water Plan each month, that's something I think we
22        could talk about the Steering Committee about the
23        value of.  But defining only the WUCC plan, I
24        think, puts a focus on the WUCC that is
25        disproportionate overall to the State Water Plan.
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 1                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I guess I would
 2        disagree with that.  I find it very useful to kind
 3        of reacquaint myself with the WUCC process each
 4        time, and this is one way for me to do that.  I
 5        think people ought to have the same kind of
 6        information on stream flow as well.  I think it's
 7        useful to do that, and I think for -- you know,
 8        certainly for the Steering Committee, those are
 9        people that aren't focused on this on a day-to-day
10        or weekly basis, so for them to hear WUCC's stream
11        flow and other things, it helps them kind of
12        ground themselves in terms of what we're going to
13        be asking them to do.  Maybe as time goes on,
14        maybe there's less of a need to do it, but I think
15        it makes sense to do it in the meantime.  We don't
16        have to spend a lot of time doing it, but this was
17        very helpful for me, actually, just hearing you
18        talk about where you are in the process.
19                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  So, I would then
20        offer that we do a WUCC update, Plan of
21        Conservation and Development update, Stream Flow
22        update, Municipal Planning update, so that all of
23        the plans get their opportunity.  I know little
24        about what the process is for municipal facility
25        planning and how frequently those plans are
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 1        updated.  The Plan of Conservation and
 2        Development, I think it, too -- I had a First
 3        Selectman from a town recently ask me, Oh, when is
 4        the next update due?  I don't know.  I guess I
 5        would just say maybe it could be a more balanced
 6        approach.
 7                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Start the
 8        process toward the end of this year, and we'll be
 9        concluding it right around the time the statewide
10        water plan goes up for adoption.  It's a
11        three-year process to get through a plan that's
12        good for five years.
13                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  It would probably
14        be good for the Steering Committee to hear about
15        all of them.
16                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  But I think, again,
17        there's -- all planning activities throughout the
18        state, they kind of interrelate; there's no doubt
19        about that.  One of my concerns that gets
20        alleviated by having regular updates on strictly
21        water-related stuff is, I don't want to have the
22        WUCC plan driving the State Water Plan, so it's a
23        way of ensuring, for me anyways, that that's not
24        happening, and so I'm -- again, I'll defer to Jack
25        on this, but I find it useful to have this on a
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 1        regular basis, and I think members of the public
 2        may as well.
 3                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Yep, I think that
 4        we're agreeing.  I think I'd just like to have the
 5        conversation be a little broader.
 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Margaret, were you
 7        going to say something?
 8                    MARGARET MINER:  I was going to say,
 9        basically, that I agree with Mike; although if
10        you're talking about the Plan of Conservation and
11        Development, at some point you're going to want to
12        know how their water -- which is quite different
13        in the last couple of years, how they deal with
14        water issues, how that fits in with the green
15        plan.
16                    But, really, the WUCC process and the
17        WUCC work and the Stream Flow, as you said, these
18        are important components of any -- very important
19        components of any plan that emerges, so I really
20        also would -- I think people would really benefit
21        from it, and so I basically hope that Mike's view
22        will prevail.
23                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Virginia?
24                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  One of the concerns
25        that's come up in the Science and Technical
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 1        Committee is how all these different plans
 2        interrelate, and I think people suspect, at least
 3        some of the current generation of plans, that
 4        there may be contradictory material in one versus
 5        another.
 6                    The question is, then, who or what
 7        agency has the responsibility to making sure
 8        there's consistency, and where there's not, does
 9        the plan of C&D change or does the water plan
10        change?  Who wins in that if there's a lack of
11        consistency?  I think that is a fairly substantial
12        effort, and I don't know if anybody is handling it
13        at this point.
14                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  All State
15        plans are supposed to be reviewed for consistency
16        with the State Plan of Conservation and
17        Development.  Any State agency that puts together
18        a plan, it has to be reviewed for consistency with
19        the State plan of C&D, and they actually are
20        required to submit the plans for review.
21                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That review is done
22        by OPM?
23                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Correct.
24                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  That answers the
25        question of who wins.  You're saying the plan of
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 1        C&D wins.
 2                    What if -- never would happen, but
 3        what if it's determined that something that is in
 4        the plan of C&D is not appropriate and that
 5        something that has come up through the discussions
 6        around the water plan, had that been known when
 7        the plan of C&D was written, it may have been done
 8        differently, does that have to then start a whole
 9        huge rewrite of the C&D?
10                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  No.  There's
11        an amendment process for the plan of C&D, both for
12        the technical changes, which is probably what this
13        would fall under, and there's also a process in
14        place for making amendments or changes to the
15        locational guide map.  So there's a two-tier
16        amendment process that can be initiated, either by
17        a request of the continuing committee, or if it's
18        a technical change, it can be initiated by OPM
19        itself by filing with the continuing committee.
20                    You have to understand that, unlike
21        other State agencies report to one legislative
22        committee or another that has oversight over their
23        particular areas, the State Plan of C&D is
24        actually required to report to a continuing
25        committee, which is made up of the ranking members
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 1        and chairs of a number of different committees who
 2        sit on them, so they're the ones who actually are
 3        in charge of the whole amendment process and
 4        making the determination.
 5                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Okay.
 6                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Yes?
 7                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I'm less concerned
 8        about who wins.  I'm more concerned about sharing
 9        information about where these various planning
10        efforts are at any given time, and I know that's
11        not -- it's not easy, because everybody is under
12        the gun to develop their plans within certain time
13        frames, and it's hard to do when you're also
14        trying to keep other people involved in the
15        process.
16                    We have this issue internally at DEEP,
17        where we've got big planning efforts on, like a
18        revision of the State Solid Waste Management plan
19        and, similarly, a revision in the Comprehensive
20        Energy Strategy.  Those affect each other in some
21        of the decisions that are being made.
22                    It's not a question of who wins at
23        this point; it's a question of knowing what the
24        other entity is doing.  That's one of the reasons
25        why I think it's important to share on a regular
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 1        basis what we're doing in terms of Stream Flow,
 2        what DPH is doing in terms of WUCCs, and so it's
 3        within what we are doing in terms of State water
 4        planning.
 5                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  And, quite
 6        frankly, the State Water Plan is probably going to
 7        be submitted to OPM for review before the final
 8        draft is put out there.  Traditionally, that's
 9        what we require of All State agencies.  Just
10        because this is a multi-agency plan doesn't mean
11        it shouldn't be reviewed for consistency.
12                    MICHAEL SULLIVAN:  I think what
13        David's saying there is OPM is the winner.
14                    MARGARET MINER:  Sounds like it.
15                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Having said
16        that, I would like to point out that the group
17        within OPM that reviews it is the same unit that
18        has Matt and Bruce and Eric as staff, so it's not
19        like it's another unit on the other side of the
20        building working on that.
21                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  You have
22        trustworthy people in there.
23                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  Well,
24        they're involved in both processes, so it's not
25        foreign to them.
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 1                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Right.
 2                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Very good.
 3        Anything further on that?
 4                       (No response.)
 5                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Betsy, would you
 6        like to update on stream flow?
 7                    DENISE RUZICKA:  Denise.  Stream flow,
 8        where we are is, as you know, what we're doing is
 9        implementing the adopted regulations, and the
10        first step in the process is the classification.
11        We're going basin by basin.  There are five major
12        basins.  If you're asking we are, I'd say we're at
13        one-and-three-quarters out of five.  We've
14        approved and finalized classification in the
15        Thames basin and that sets off a mutation
16        schedule.  We are in the process of working on the
17        South Central basin.  We have a FOIA request from
18        Margaret with regard to information regarding
19        planned future sources of significant economic
20        investment.  We need to respond to that, and we
21        also need to draft responses to comments in order
22        to get that across the finish line.
23                    In terms of the remaining three
24        basins, we hope to do those as one, and we need to
25        do the geographic mapping process consistent with
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 1        the regulations and start on the interagency
 2        consultation process.  I do not have a time frame
 3        for when we anticipate starting that.
 4                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Any
 5        questions?
 6                       (No response.)
 7                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.  Now
 8        we're back to, anyone on the advisory group have
 9        updates?
10                    MARGARET MINER:  Bruce, can you help
11        me?  I was just looking for your notes.  Do we
12        have any notes from you?
13                    BRUCE WITTCHEN:  I haven't sent them
14        out from the last meeting yet.
15                    MARGARET MINER:  Without his notes,
16        I'm totally lost.  We did discuss the approval
17        process, just to say that it was alive somewhere
18        in the LLB; that has pretty much unanimous backing
19        in the advisory group.
20                    We've been working hard to get a
21        meeting, just to jump to the work groups, of the
22        Watershed Lands work group, Carrie Manaska
23        (phonetic) and I are co-chairs, and given the
24        legislation particularly around Tilcon, and some
25        others, and the Kendall-Morgan pipeline and the
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 1        MDC reservoir lands, we feel it's very important
 2        to discuss this and perhaps to take a -- a couple
 3        of years ago, we had sort of the -- we raised, in
 4        the advisory group, is there more that we could
 5        do -- and DPH also sent us a memo.  Is there more
 6        that we can do, other than defensively trying to
 7        protect the Class 1 and Class 2 lands, is there
 8        more that we can do in a proactive way to acquire
 9        or protect properties, whether owned by a water
10        company or not, in drinking water watersheds.
11                    I think we'll be looking at both the
12        sort of -- a couple of existing difficult
13        proposals and really what's a better way, what
14        might be a good way going forward.
15                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you.
16                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  Just a quick update
17        from the drought group.
18                    MARGARET MINER:  Oh, thank you.
19                    VIRGINIA de LIMA:  We had a very
20        interesting meeting with Steve Heckler, who was
21        representing the irrigators' association.  He had
22        prepared four pages of notes on the plan as it
23        existed.  A lot of it was discussion of
24        explanation of why it was the way it was, but he
25        caught some things, just wording, that the way he
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 1        read it was different than had been intended.  So
 2        it was very helpful to have his input.  The place
 3        we're at at the moment is that -- meetings that we
 4        have get very talky and very philosophical, so to
 5        actually get something done, Eric Lindquist and I
 6        are going to be getting together this week to go
 7        through his comments, integrate those that we
 8        think are appropriate, respond to him on the ones
 9        that -- explaining why -- if we don't incorporate
10        something, explaining why we don't, or just
11        putting in the background of how we got there.
12                    Then when we've done that, we'll send
13        a copy to him so that he can see what we've done
14        and then also send a clean copy to the whole group
15        to basically say, This is our final draft and
16        speak now or forever hold your peace, and be able
17        to finalize it and get it to the advisory group
18        and then to you folks for approval.
19                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Excellent.  Anybody
20        else from the public wish to address us today?
21                       (No response.)
22                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Our next meeting
23        for the Steering Committee will be April 5th, and
24        the next Water Planning Council will be May 3rd.
25        FYI.  Motion to adjourn?
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 1                    VICE CHAIRMAN LeVASSEUR:  So moved.
 2                    ELLEN BLASCHINSKI:  Second.
 3                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  All in favor?
 4                    THE COUNCIL:  Aye.
 5                    CHAIRMAN BETOSKI:  Thank you very
 6        much.
 7
 8              (Meeting adjourned at 2:40 p.m.)
 9
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 1   STATE OF CONNECTICUT  )
                           )  SS.
 2   COUNTY OF HARTFORD    )
 3
 4              I, Ann W. Friedman, License No. 91, a notary
 5   public for the State of Connecticut, do hereby certify
 6   that the above meeting was taken before me at the Public
 7   Utilities Regulatory Authority, 10 Franklin Square, New
 8   Britain, Connecticut, on Tuesday, March, 1, 2016,
 9   commencing at 1:33 p.m.
10              I further certify that the proceeding was
11   stenographically reported by me and subsequently
12   transcribed as hereinbefore appears; that this is a true
13   record to the best of my ability.
14              I further certify that I am not related to the
15   parties hereto or their counsel, and that I am not in any
16   way interested in the event of said cause.
17              Dated this 16th day of March, 2016.
18
19
20
21   ________________________________
     Ann W. Friedman, Notary Public
22   My commission expires:  8-31-16.
23
24
25
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